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ABSTRACT
PREDICTION OF EMULSION DROP SIZE
DISTRIBUTIONS WITH POPULATION BALANCE
EQUATION MODELS TO ENABLE EMULSIFIED
PRODUCT DESIGN
FEBRUARY 2015
SHASHANK N. MAINDARKAR
B.Chem Engg, UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY,
MUMBAI
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Michael A. Henson
Oil-in-water emulsions are ubiquitous dispersed phase systems with diverse ap-
plications in consumer products, processed foods, and the pharmaceutical industry.
Emulsion formulation variables and process operating conditions both impact the drop
size distribution, a key property that inuences emulsion rheology, stability, texture,
and appearance. A typical emulsied product requires the drop size distribution to
be maintained within acceptable limits. Due to a lack of quantitative understanding,
emulsied products are currently manufactured by combining a broad knowledge of
previous product formulations with empirical scientic experimentation.
An alternative to trial-and-error experimentation is to utilize a suitable mathe-
matical model to predict the drop size distribution. The population balance equation
(PBE) modeling framework particularly is well suited for this problem as size dis-
vi
tribution dynamics can be captured using mechanistic functions for drop breakage
and coalescence phenomena which occur during emulsication. This thesis presents
a PBE modeling framework for high intensity emulsication processes including high
pressure homogenizers and colloid mills. It is demonstrated that by incorporating co-
alescence phenomenon into PBE model with only breakage functions signicantly im-
proves model predictions of emulsion drop size distributions at high oil-to-surfactant
ratios. To make the model more realistic, the eect of surface coverage of surfactant
molecules is added to the coalescence function which improves the extensibility of the
model over dierent surfactant types. To extend model predictability over a large
range of surfactant and oil concentrations, a new drop breakage model is formulated;
and to capture the change in emulsion viscosity due to changes in oil and surfactant
concentrations, the PBE model is coupled with an experimentally tted emulsion vis-
cosity model. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that use of a dynamic surface coverage
model over an equilibrium model, improves the predictions of drop size distribution
in both surfactant rich and surfactant limited regimes.
In this thesis, the PBE model is also utilized to optimally achieve target emulsion
drop size distributions by controlling the number of homogenization passes and the
pressure of each pass. The model predictions are successfully validated by perform-
ing homogenization experiments using the optimal formulation and homogenization
variables. Apart from developing models for the high pressure homogenization, this
thesis presents a new model for emulsication in colloid mill obtained by formulating
new mechanistic breakage frequency and daughter drop distribution functions. The
predictions of the new model are signicantly better than predictions obtained using
models with conventional daughter drop distribution functions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Emulsions are ubiquitous dispersed phase systems with diverse applications that
include consumer products, processed foods, polishes, waxes, agricultural sprays and
road surfacing materials [7, 11, 32]. Emulsions are also encountered in the petroleum
industry with applications at many stages of petroleum recovery, transportation, and
processing [7, 71]. Emulsifying heavy oils with an aqueous solution signicantly re-
duces the viscosity and pumping power requirements and allows more economical
transportation [68, 65, 90]. In the foods industry, emulsions constitute natural foods
as well as numerous processed products such as milk, butter, margarine, ice cream,
sauces and desserts. Food emulsions contain edible oils, water and biocompatible
surfactants as the major ingredients and vitamins, minerals and/or avors as minor
ingredients [51]. These products exhibit a wide range of physicochemical and sensory
characteristics based on the emulsion system formulation, which inuence dispersed
and continuous phase properties such as density, viscosity and dielectric constant.
The surfactant plays a critical role in determining interfacial properties and surface
charge as well as emulsion stability. Process operations such as mixing, homogeniza-
tion and pasteurization also have a substantial eect on emulsied product properties,
including appearance, taste, mouthfeel, odor and safety. Emulsion system formulation
and processing operations both impact the drop size distribution, a key property that
inuences emulsion rheology, stability, texture and appearance. A typical processed
food requires the drop size distribution to be maintained within acceptable limits,
which includes achieving a prescribed mean drop size, maintaining small variations
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about the mean and avoiding very small or large drops that adversely aect product
properties such as texture and appearance.
1.1 Emulsication
Emulsions are usually prepared via a two step process. In the rst step, a coarse
emulsion or premix is prepared by thoroughly mixing the ingredients in a low shear
device. The coarse emulsion is then passed through a high energy mechanical device
such as a high pressure homogenizer or a colloid mill. High pressure homogeniza-
tion is generally preferred for low viscosity emulsions [57] because sub-micron drops
can be readily generated due to the high energy input. Colloid mills are the pre-
ferred technology for highly viscous emulsions (> 5000 cp) commonly encountered in
industry.
1.1.1 High Pressure Homogenizer
In high pressure homogenization, a coarse emulsion is passed through a small ori-
ce under very high pressure (Fig. 1.1(a)). The uid stream passes radially through
the narrow gap formed between the piston and the valve seat at high velocity, creating
a local environment of high turbulence and shear stress that causes drop deformation
and breakage. The processed liquid exits the homogenizer at atmospheric pressure,
and the pressure drop across the device is called the homogenization pressure. Sev-
eral phenomenon occurring simultaneously in the homogenizer determine the result-
ing drop size distribution. Under turbulent conditions near valve exit, drops undergo
breakage and coalescence. Turbulent inertial breakage and turbulent viscous break-
age are the most dominant breakage mechanisms in high pressure homogenization
[84, 85]. Drops larger than the smallest-scale eddies (Kolmogorov length scale eddies)
break due to energy transfer from eddies (Fig. 1.1(b)). And drops smaller than the
smallest-scale eddies break due to shearing inside eddies (Fig. 1.1(c)). A drop will
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break only if energy dissipated from eddies is larger than surface energy of drop or
if turbulent shear stress is larger the Laplace pressure of drop. Drop breakage leads
to the creation of new interfacial area that must be stabilized by the surfactant. If
newly formed drops are not suciently covered by surfactant, the drops will coa-
lesce to form larger drops and produce corresponding increases in drop mean size
and variability. Inability of the surfactant to achieve adequate drop coverage can be
attributable to either insucient free surfactant in solution or slow surfactant ad-
sorption kinetics [6, 85]. Under typical industrial conditions where surfactant use is
minimized to reduce manufacturing costs, drop coalescence is prevalent due to insuf-
cient surfactant regardless of the adsorption kinetics. While drop breakage under
laminar conditions has been extensively studied [21, 27], the problem of turbulent
breakage and coalescence is less understood.
1.1.2 Colloid Mills
In colloid mill, an emulsion is passed through the narrow gap between the stator
and the rotor rotating at high angular velocity (Fig. 3.1(a)). Emulsion drops tend
to stretch due to the very high shear rate _ (104{106 1/s). When the ratio of the
viscous stress acting on the drop to the interfacial tension force surpasses some critical
value, a mother drop breaks into two or more daughter drops. This ratio is called the
capillary number Ca and is dened as [34],
Ca = c _d=2 (1.1)
where c is continuous phase viscosity; d is the mother drop diameter; and  is the
interfacial tension. The critical value is called the critical capillary number Cacr
and depends on type of ow and the viscosity ratio of the dispersed and continuous
phases ( = d=c). The situation is more complicated in high oil emulsions because
droplets interact with each other. In this case, the continuous phase viscosity c in
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 1.1. Schematic representation of (a) high pressure homogenization, (b) drop
breakage due to turbulent inertia, (c) drop breakage due to turbulent shear stress.
the capillary number must be replaced by the apparent emulsion viscosity em and
the viscosity ratio must be modied accordingly ( = d=em).
Drop breakage in laminar shear ow is known to be very complex. When the
capillary number is just slightly larger than the critical value such that 1  Ca
Cacr

2, a drop breaks into two nearly equally sized daughter drops by an end-pinching
mechanism (Region A in Fig. 3.1(b)) [34, 88, 93]. When Ca
Cacr
>> 1 and 0:1 <  < 1,
a drop breaks into many nearly equally sized daughter drops by a capillary mechanism
(Region C in Fig. 3.1(b), Fig. 2.1(c)). When Ca
Cacr
>> 1 and  > 1, a drop breaks
into many unequally sized daughter or satellite drops (Region B in Fig. 3.1(b), Fig.
2.1(c)) [93, 17]. Adding to the complexity, Cacr is known to depend on the type of
ow eld in addition to the viscosity ratio. For example, drops with  > 4 will almost
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never break in simple shear ow because Cacr is too large, but such drop can break
in extensional shear ow as Cacr is much smaller. Furthermore, Taylor vortices can
appear in the ow eld when the Taylor number (Ta) exceeds some critical value
(Tacr), which depends on the Reynolds number of ow. Taylor vortices have been
experimentally observed for Reynolds number above 800 [42]. Simple calculations
show that our emulsions prepared at 10 and 30 wt% oil will break due to Taylor
vortices [1] and not due to shearing in simple shear ow (Fig. 3.1(b)).
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 1.2. (a) Schematic representation of a colloid mill. (b) Dierent regions of
drop breakage (taken from [93]); Region A: end pinching, Region B: bimodal distribu-
tion, Region C: uni-modal distribution. Colored lines denote the capillary numbers of
emulsions with dierent oil fractions used in this study. (c) Drop breakage at dierent
viscosity ratios.
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1.2 Drop Size Distribution
The drop size distribution (DSD) of an emulsion is a crucial property that aects
product stability, taste, appearance and rheology [51]. Achieving a desired DSD is a
very challenging problem as the emulsion formulation (e.g. oil and surfactant concen-
trations) and processing conditions (e.g. operating pressure and numbers of passes
through the homogenizer) combine to aect the DSD in a complex and often poorly
understood manner [85]. At very high operating pressures, the mean drop size is
expected to independent of pressure and depends only on surfactant concentration.
Surfactant reduces the Laplace pressure of drops such that even small drops can be
broken if sucient free surfactant is present. Therefore, the mean drop size decreases
with increasing surfactant concentration, and this regime is called \surfactant lim-
ited" (Fig. 1.3(a),1.3(b)). At very low operating pressures, small drops cannot be
broken due to limited dissipated energy even if surfactant is available for drop stabi-
lization. Therefore the mean drop size decreases with increasing pressure, and this
regime is called \surfactant rich" or \energy limited" due to the negligible eect of
the surfactant concentration (Fig. 1.3(c),1.3(d)). Furthermore, the location of the
surfactant limited and surfactant rich regimes depend strongly on the oil content,
with high oil concentrations demanding more surfactant for drop stabilization. Most
emulsication conditions of practical interest represent a transitional regime between
these two extremes (Fig. 1.3(e),1.3(f)). Consequently, accurately predicting the DSD
as a function of the surfactant concentration, oil concentration and operating pressure
is a problem of great practical signicance.
The surfactant limited and surfactant rich regimes were experimentally demon-
strated in high pressure homogenizers, and dierent empirical equations were used
to predict the mean drop size in these regimes [79, 80]. For common surfactants
such as Tween 20, the mean drop size has been shown to decrease with increasing
surfactant concentration [58]. Correlations have been developed to predict the mean
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Figure 1.3. Eect of surfactant concentration and homogenization pressure in:
(a),(b) the surfactant limited regime; (c),(d) the energy rich regime; and (e),(f) the
transitional regime. P1{P6 and S1-S6 represent increasing homogenization pressures
and surfactant concentration, respectively.
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drop size as a function of the surfactant concentration, holdup fraction and impeller
Weber number for mixer-settler-type extraction process [37]. A bivariant population
balance equation (PBE) model has been developed to capture the eects of surfactant
concentration and homogenization pressure on the DSD [30]. The bivariate PBE was
reduced to two monovariate PBEs (one for drop volume and the other for the amount
of adsorbed surfactant) assuming all drops of a certain size had same amount of ad-
sorbed surfactant. However, model predictions were not compared to measured DSDs
in this study. The eect of the oil volume fraction on homogenized DSDs also has been
studied extensively [12, 20, 81]. For high pressure homogenizers, the mean drop size
has been shown to increases with increasing dispersed phase volume fraction[81, 50].
The opposite trend has been observed with rotor-stator emulsication devices such
as colloid mills, as the energy dissipation rate increases with increasing oil fraction
due to increased emulsion viscosity [48].
1.3 Modeling of Emulsion Formation
Due to lack of quantitative understanding, new emulsied products are currently
developed by combining a broad knowledge of previous product formulations with
empirical scientic experimentation. Because this approach is intuitive and experi-
mental, the progression of a formulation is generally unpredictable and a new product
will often go through hundreds of prototype formulations in a laboratory or pilot plant
before commercialization. Due to the very large number of possible formulation and
processing combinations that need to be explored, the traditional trial-and-error ap-
proach requires signicant time and resources.
An alternative to brute force experimentation is to utilize a suitable mathemat-
ical model to predict the drop size distribution for dierent emulsion formulations
and processing conditions. The population balance equation (PBE) modeling frame-
work [63] is particularly well suited for this problem as functions describing single
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drop events such as breakage and coalescence can be incorporated within a funda-
mental number balance equation to predict the evolution of the drop size distribu-
tion. Ramkrishna et al. have used the population balance modeling to a number
of dispersion systems such as lean liquid-liquid dispersions, microbial populations
etc[40, 41, 47, 53, 52, 63, 62, 64, 70, 69]. PBE models have been developed for a
wide variety of dispersed phase systems including continuously agitated liquid-liquid
dispersions [2, 4, 3, 16, 39, 75, 76], liquid-liquid extractors [66, 67, 72], continuous
ow screw-loop reactors [13] and bubble columns [87]. More recently, several investi-
gators have developed PBE models of high pressure homogenizers with application to
small vesicle formation [46, 74], intracellular product recovery [36] and food emulsion
production [28, 29, 49, 50, 59]. Model formulation requires functions that capture
the relevant drop breakage and coalescence mechanisms. Droplet breakage due to
turbulent ow elds inside homogenizers has been studied extensively [67, 84, 73].
Although other mechanisms are possible, drops are mainly broken due to turbulent
inertial forces and turbulent viscous shear [16, 84, 28]. Coulaloglou et al. [16] for-
mulated a breakage frequency function for the turbulent inertial breakage mechanism
which has been widely used in PBE models of dispersed systems. The distribution of
drop volume between a mother droplet and the resulting daughter droplets in turbu-
lent ows remains poorly understood, with a wide variety of functions proposed [44].
Mechanisms of drop coalescence in turbulent ows also have been studied [16, 54].
The collision frequency depends on the local ow eld, while the coalescence e-
ciency depends on the ratio of the contact time between drops and the time required
for drainage of the liquid lm between the drops. The coalescence model formulated
by Coulaloglou et al. [16] for turbulent ows remains widely used in PBE models.
These breakage and coalescence functions depend on the emulsion formulation though
bulk physical properties such as the continuous phase viscosity. For emulsions with
very low oil fraction, the water/solvent viscosity is used as the continuous phase vis-
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cosity. But for emulsions with high oil fraction, the water/solvent viscosity needs
to be replaced with the apparent emulsion viscosity to account for the inuence of
surrounding drops [88].
Perhaps due to the focus on homogenization, very few PBE models have been
presented for colloid mills despite their industrial signicance. Wieringa et al. [88]
developed a simple PBE model based on the assumption that the drop breakage fre-
quency was the reciprocal of the breakage time, which in turn depended linearly on
the drop size. An empirical equation for the number of daughter drops formed as a
function of the capillary number was derived. Coalescence was completely neglected
under the assumption that sucient surfactant was available in solution for stabi-
lization of newly formed drops. Also under the assumption of negligible coalescence,
Almeida-Rivera et al. [1] modeled the frequency of binary drop breakage to be pro-
portional to (di   dmax)n, where di is the drop diameter, dmax is the critical drop
size below which drops cannot break, and n is an adjustable model parameter. In
addition to providing few insights into the relevant drop breakage mechanisms, these
PBE models of emulsication in colloid mills are not capable of accurate prediction
due to their restrictive assumptions.
Organization of the Thesis
In chapter 2, I have incorporated the coalescence frequency functions in previ-
ously built breakage-only PBE model for high pressure homogenization. I examined
the model predictability for emulsions with high oil-to-surfactant ratios where drop
coalescence can not be neglected due to insucient surfactant to cover all drops. In
chapter 3, I have incorporated the eect of surface coverage of surfactant molecules in
PBE model. I have modied coalescence frequency as function of surface coverage of
colliding drops and I have tested the model extensibility for surfactant concentration
and type. In chapter 4, I have further extended the PBE model by 1) formulating
10
dynamic surface coverage model, 2) reformulating the drop breakage function to be-
have dierently with respect to drop size, and 3) replacing the constant continuous
phase viscosity with a calculated emulsion viscosity that increased strongly with oil
content. I have tested model predictability in both \surfactant limited" and \sur-
factant rich" regimes. In chapter 5, I have developed PBE model of emulsication
in colloid mill by formulating new mechanistic drop breakage frequency function and
daughter drop distribution function. In chapter 6, I have utilized the built PBE model
of high pressure homogenization for emulsion product design. I have developed the
methodology for achieving target drop size distribution by controlling the number of
homogenization passes and homogenization pressure at each pass.
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CHAPTER 2
INCORPORATING EMULSION DROP COALESCENCE
INTO POPULATION BALANCE EQUATION MODEL OF
HIGH PRESSURE HOMOGENIZATION
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I develop population balance equation model for high pressure
homogenization. In the previous work, breakage-only PBE models was developed for
prediction of the drop volume distribution [60, 59]. It was shown that the system
exhibited negligible coalescence for the low oil to surfactant ratio (5% oil, 1% sur-
factant) used through experimental and computational studies. The models included
two mechanistic breakage rate functions that depended on the emulsion formulation
through bulk physical properties (dispersed phase volume fraction, continuous phase
viscosity, interfacial tension) and on the homogenization pressure through the energy
dissipation rate. The distribution function was chosen such that the breakage of a
single mother drop produced a large number of daughter drops under the assumption
that the turbulent homogenization conditions would produce results similar to lami-
nar ow experiments [61, 77, 94]. Nonlinear optimization was used to t adjustable
breakage rate parameters to measured drop volume distributions for a particular
experimental condition, and then showed that the model produced reasonable predic-
tions for dierent homogenization pressures and dierent surfactant concentrations
that maintained the same oil to surfactant ratio.
In this study, I incorporate mechanistic drop coalescence functions into my re-
search group's most recent breakage-only PBE model [59] to allow the drop volume
distribution to be predicted over a much larger range of oil to surfactant ratios. In
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addition to examining model extensibility for dierent surfactant concentrations and
homogenization pressures, I investigate how the model could be adapted to dierent
surfactants as a rst step towards emulsion formulation design.
2.2 Experimental Methods
2.2.1 Materials
Oil-in-water emulsions were prepared using vegetable oil (Fisher Scientic) as the
dispersed phase and water as the continuous phase. The base case emulsion consisted
of 50 wt% oil, 1 wt% Pluronic F-68 surfactant with the remainder water (Table
3.2). The high oil-to-surfactant ratio of 50 wt%/ 1 wt% was chosen to promote
homogenization conditions leading to coalescence. Extensibility experiments were
performed at three other Pluronic F-68 concentrations (0.5, 2.0 and 5.0 wt%) . To
examine model extensibility to other nonionic surfactants, Pluronic F-127 (Sigma)
and Tween 60 (Sigma) were also used as the emulsier.
2.2.2 Emulsion Preparation
Emulsions were prepared using a two-step process. First approximately 400 ml of
coarse pre-emulsion was prepared by mixing the ingredients in a stator-rotor device
(Ultra-Turrax Model T25, Rose Scientic Ltd.) at 16000 rpm for 15 minute. About
100 ml of pre-emulsion was processed in a high-pressure homogenizer (Emulsiex C-3,
Avestin Inc.) to reduce the average drop size. The base case homogenization pressure
was chosen as 800 bar to produce small drops likely to undergo coalescence. Multiple
passes were performed by reprocessing the emulsion obtained from the previous ho-
mogenizer pass. Five passes were performed for each experiment, and after each pass
approximately 2 ml of emulsion was sampled to analyze the drop size distribution.
Extensibility experiments were performed at three lower pressures (200, 400 and 600
bar) .
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2.2.3 Emulsion Characterization
Drop size distributions were measured using a light scattering device (Master-
sizer S, Malvern Instruments). Densities, viscosities and the interfacial tension were
measured prior to each homogenization experiment. Continuous and dispersed phase
densities were measured using Bio-Rad 36XMX densitometer. Continuous and dis-
persed phase viscosities were measured using a Ubbelohde type capillary viscometer
(Model CT-1000, Canon Instruments Company) at 25oC. The oil-water interfacial ten-
sion o=w was measured by drop shape analysis (Model DSA-10 Tensiometer, KRUSS
Instruments) at 25oC. The interfacial tension  at surfactant concentration of c tem-
perature T was calculated as,
 = o=w  RT 1ln

1 +
c
c1=2

(2.1)
where  1 is maximum surface coverage and c1=2 is the surfactant concentration cor-
responding to half of the maximum surface coverage. The constants  1 and c1=2 were
found by plotting surface coverage   versus surfactant concentration c with   values
calculated from the Gibb's adsorption isotherm (Eq. (2.2)),
  =   1
RT
d
d(ln(c))
(2.2)
Table 2.1. Base case emulsion formulation and homogenization conditions
Vegetable oil 50 wt%
Pluronic F-68 surfactant 1 wt%
Continuous phase density (c) 997 g/L
Dispersed phase density (d) 917 g/L
Interfacial tension () 14.4 mN/m
Continuous phase viscosity (c) 1 cP
Premix speed and time 16000 rpm, 15 minutes
Homogenizer pressure (P ) 800 bar
Number of passes 5
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2.3 Theory
2.3.1 Population Balance Equation Model
The PBE is formally derived from a number balance on particles by accounting
for the various rate processes such as breakage and coalescence that aect particle
size [63]. In this study, a volume structured PBE was used because light scattering
most directly measures drop volume. Under the assumption that drops are spherical,
drop volume is readily converted into drop diameter. Although homogenizers have
distinct zones where local shear forces can change dramatically [28], I treated the
homogenizer as a well-mixed batch system to avoid the complexities associated with
including spatial variations. In this case, the PBE can be written as [60, 16],
@n(v; t)
@t
=  g(v)n(v; t) +
Z 1
v
(v; v0)g(v0)n(v0; t)dv0 (2.3)
 n(v; t)
Z 1
0
C(v; v0)n(v0; t)dv0 +
1
2
Z v
0
C(v   v0; v0)n(v   v0; t)n(v0; t)dv0
where v is the volume of the particle; n(v; t)dv is the number of drops with volume in
the range [v; v+ dv] per unit volume of dispersion at time t; g(v) is the breakage rate
representing the fraction of drops of volume v breaking per unit time; (v; v0) is the
daughter drop distribution function representing the probability of forming a daughter
drop of size v from breakage of a mother drop of size v0; and C(v; v0) is coalescence
frequency representing the rate at which drops of size v and drops of size v0 coalesce.
The rst and third terms on the right hand side of Eq. (6.1) account for disappearance
of drops of size v due to breakage and coalescence, respectively, while the second and
fourth terms account for the appearance of drops of size v. The model requires
specication of the functions that describe the breakage and coalescence processes,
namely g(v), (v; v0) and C(v; v0). The previous models [60, 59] have been based on
the assumption of negligible coalescence, which is reasonable if the oil-to-surfactant
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ratio is suciently small that the emulsion is not surfactant limited. In this case, the
PBE can be simplied as [16, 13, 9, 60],
@n(v; t)
@t
=  g(v)n(v; t) +
Z 1
v
(v; v0)g(v0)n(v0; t)dv0 (2.4)
The PBE (6.1) describes the evolution of the number density n(v; t), while the
particle analyzer provided measurements of the volume percent distribution np(v; t).
Under the standard assumption that drops are spherical, the two distributions are
related as follows,
n(v; t) =
Vtotnp(v; t)
v
(2.5)
where Vtot is the conserved total volume of the drops. The PBE (6.1) was reformulated
in terms of np(v; t) to yield,
@np(v; t)
@t
=  g(v)np(v; t) + v
Z 1
v
(v; v0)g(v0)np(v0; t)
v0
dv0 (2.6)
 np(v; t)
Z 1
0
C(v; v0)np(v0; t)Vtot
v0
dv0
+
v
2
Z v
0
C(v   v0; v0)np(v   v0; t)np(v0; t)Vtot
v0(v   v0) dv
0
1 The measured volume percent distribution of the coarse pre-emulsion was used as
initial condition np(v; 0) for the rst homogenizer pass. Each pass corresponded to
one dimensionless time unit, and the initial condition for each subsequent pass was
the predicted volume percent distribution from the previous pass.
2.3.2 PBE Functions
The PBE (6.1) contains three functions (g(v); (v; v0); C(v; v0)) that must be spec-
ied to compute the drop size distribution. Following my research group's previous
1The equation is discretized by xed pivot technique described in [40] which makes sure that the
denominator in the last term does not go to zero as v0 approaches v.
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work [60], the breakage rate g(v) was assumed to be determined by turbulent break-
age of drops by both inertial and viscous forces such that g(v) = g1(v) + g2(v). The
rst breakage function g1(v) was derived assuming drops break due to collision with
turbulent eddies [16],
g1(v) = K1v
 2=91=3

exp 

K2(1 + )
2
dv5=92=3

(2.7)
where K1 and K2 are adjustable constants. The second breakage rate function g2(v)
was derived assuming that drop breakage results from turbulent shear [60],
g2(v) = K3

2

1=2
d
d
1=2 
exp

 K4
2
v2=3c

(2.8)
where K3 and K4 are the adjustable constants. The two breakage rates depend
on the homogenizer pressure P through the energy dissipation rate  (see below)
and bulk emulsion properties including the dispersed phase volume fraction , the
interfacial tension , the dispersed phase density d, the continuous phase viscosity
c and the dispersed phase viscosity d through the ratio  =
d
c
. I have shown that
these dependencies are necessary for the PBE model to be predictive over a range of
formulation and homogenization conditions with a single set of constants K1   K4
[60, 59].
The breakage rate function was specialized to high-pressure homogenizers by using
the following relation for the energy dissipation rate [84, 83],
 =
PQ
Vdiss
(2.9)
where P is the applied pressure, Q is the volumetric ow rate and Vdiss is the
valve gap volume which depends on valve gap distance hgap. Equations for Vdiss and
hgap can be found in the previous work [60]. As in the previous breakage-only PBE
model [60], I used the power law product form of the generalized Hill-Ng distribution
[31, 22, 91] as the daughter drop distribution function (v; v0) to model the breakage
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of a mother drop into multiple daughter drops. The parameter q was chosen as unity
to represent the uniform probability of daughter drops of any size (v < v0) being
formed due to breakage of a mother drop of size v0. In this case, the daughter drop
distribution function has the form [60],
(v; v0) = (p  1)

1  v
v0
p 2
(2.10)
where p  2 is the number of daughter drops formed from breakage of a single mother
drop. Based on preliminary simulation results (not shown), I determined that the
best t of the base case drop volume distribution data was obtained for p = 80.
While laminar ow experiments have established that a mother drop can break into
numerous daughter drops [61, 77, 94], the assumption that turbulent homogenization
conditions could produce as many as 80 daughter drops from a single mother drop
would require experimental testing beyond the scope of this study.
The coalescence frequency C(v; v0) of drops of size v and v0 was modeled as the
product of the drop collision frequency h(v; v0) and the coalescence eciency (v; v0):
C(v; v0) = h(v; v0)(v; v0). While certainly not mechanistically correct, I followed the
common practice of modeling the collision frequency assuming that drops in turbulent
ow behave like gas molecules [16],
h(v; v0) =
K5
1=3
1 + 
(v2=3 + v02=3)(v2=9 + v02=9)
1=2
(2.11)
whereK5 is an adjustable constant. The coalescence eciency was modeled to depend
on the contact time of droplets, with coalescence occuring if the contact time is greater
than the time required for the liquid lm between two drops to drain [16],
(v; v0) = exp
24  K6cc
2(1 + )3
 
v1=3v01=3
v1=3 + v01=3
!435 (2.12)
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where K6 is an adjustable constant. Similar to the breakage rate, the coalescence
frequency depends on the homogenizer pressure P through the energy dissipation
rate  and bulk emulsion properties including the continuous phase density c and ,
 and c.
2.3.3 Dynamic Simulation and Parameter Estimation
The PBE model (6.1) was solved numerically by approximating the integral ex-
pression using the xed pivot technique [40] with 100 equally spaced node points.
Increasing the number of node points produced very small changes in the solution
but substantially increased the computational cost for simulation and optimization
(see below). The discretized PBE model consisted of 100 nonlinear ordinary dif-
ferential equations in which the independent variable was time and the dependent
variables represented the volume percent distribution at each node point. The ODE
system was solved with the Matlab integration code ode45 using the measured premix
distribution as the initial condition np(v; 0).
The constants K1  K4 in the breakage rate function and K5  K6 in the coales-
cence frequency function were estimated from base case homogenization experiments.
The data used for parameter estimation were the bulk emulsion properties (, , c,
d, c, d), the premix volume distribution np(v; 0) and measured drop volume distri-
butions np(v; t) for ve homogenization passes. The 100 ODEs obtained from spatial
discretization of the PBE model were temporally discretized using orthogonal colloca-
tion with 15 nite elements and 2 internal collocation points per element to produce
a large set of nonlinear algebraic equations. Each homogenizer pass corresponded
to 3 nite elements. The algebraic equation system was posed as a set of equality
constraints in the nonlinear optimization problem. I found that additional spatial
node points, nite elements, and/or collocation points had little eect on the param-
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eter estimates but increased the computational eort signicantly. The least-squares
objective function 	 used for parameter estimation was,
	 =
NX
i=1
Pn
j=1 [n^p(vj; i)  np(vj; i)]2Pn
j=1[np(vj; i)]
2
(2.13)
where np(vj; i) is the measured value of the drop volume distribution at drop volume
vj and homogenizer pass i, n^p(vj; i) is the corresponding predicted value from the
discretized PBE model, n is the total number of spatial node points, and N is the
number of passes. The objective function was minimized subject to the large number
of equality constraints representing the discretized model equations as well as conti-
nuity conditions across the nite elements. The optimization problem was formulated
in AMPL [25] and solved using the nonlinear program solver CONOPT [23] . I found
that the solution was relatively insensitive to the initial guess of the parameter values,
so an acceptable solution could be found with only a small number of guesses. Values
of the objective function 	 were used to judge the quality of model predictions for
dierent experiments.
2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Parameter Estimation for Base Case Conditions
The PBE models, Eqs.(5.3 and 6.1), contained adjustable parameters that were
estimated from experimental data collected at the base case conditions (Table 3.2)
to allow predictions for other emulsion formulations and homogenization conditions.
More specically, the constants K1 K4 in the breakage rate function and K5 K6 in
the coalescence frequency function were estimated from bulk emulsion properties (,
, c, d, c, d), the premix volume distribution np(v; 0) and drop volume distribu-
tions np(v; t) for ve homogenization passes. Parameter estimation was performed for
both the breakage-only PBE model (5.3) and the full PBE model (6.1) to access the
value of including drop coalescence. The breakage-only model produced noticeable
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errors in predicted volume distributions (Fig. 3.1(a)) and Sauter mean diameters
(Fig. 3.1(b)) despite explicit tting of the parameters for these conditions. By com-
parison, the full PBE model produced very accurate predictions (Figs. 2.1(c)) and
2.1(d)). The overall quality of prediction was quantied with the objective function
value, which was 	 = 0:1348 for the breakage-only model and decreased by a factor
of 5 for the full model (	 = 0:0254). The full model generated much more accurate
predictions because the base case conditions of a 50/1 oil-surfactant ratio and 800
bar homogenization pressure favored coalescence because inadequate surfactant was
available to stabilize the small drops produced.
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Figure 2.1. Experimental and model predicted results for the emulsion formulation
with 50wt% oil, 1wt% PF-68 homogenized at 800 bar (a)Drop size distributions using
PBE model with breakage function only (	 = 0:1348); (b)Sauter mean diameter using
PBE model with breakage function only; (c)Drop size distribution using PBE model
with breakage and coalescence functions (	 = 0:0254); (d)Sauter mean diameter
using PBE model with breakage and coalescence functions
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2.4.2 Parameter Estimation for Dierent Pressures and Surfactant Con-
centrations
The model parameters were re-estimated for dierent homogenization pressures
and surfactant concentrations than the base case values to further access the im-
pact of including coalescence in the model description. For each case, drop volume
distributions measured following ve homogenization passes were used to estimate
the parameters in the breakage-only PBE model (5.3) and the full PBE model (6.1).
The homogenization pressure was incorporated into the models through the energy
dissipation rate. While the full model produced more accurate predictions for all
four pressures considered, the relative improvement over the breakage-only model
decreased as the pressure decreased (Table 3.3). These results can be attributed
to the production of increasingly small drops, insucient surfactant coverage and
increased coalescence at higher pressures. The surfactant concentration was incorpo-
rated into the models by adjusting the interfacial tension  (Figure 5.4) in breakage
and coalescence rate functions. Unlike the pressure, the full model produced approx-
imately equal improvement over the breakage-only model for the range of surfactant
concentrations considered (Table 3.4). The full model even generated substantially
improved volume distribution and Sauter mean diameter predictions as compared to
the breakage-only model at 5% surfactant (Fig. 5.1), conditions under which minimal
coalescence was expected. Therefore, I concluded that the full model with coalescence
was superior over a wide range of conditions and did not consider the breakage-only
model further in this study.
2.4.3 Model Extensibility
Parameter estimation at the base case conditions yielded a set of model parameters
K1   K6 that provided excellent prediction of the measured drop volume distribu-
tions used for estimation (Figs. 2.1(c)) and 2.1(d)). To examine model extensibility to
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Table 2.2. Minimized objective function values for emulsions consisting of 50wt%
oil and 1wt% Pluronic F-68 homogenized at dierent pressures
Pressure (bar) Model with breakage function only Model with breakage
and coalescence functions
200 0.117 0.0769
400 0.1303 0.0744
600 0.1028 0.0315
800 0.1348 0.0254
Table 2.3. Minimized objective function values for emulsions homogenized at 800
bar with dierent oil to surfactant ratios
Oil concen- Pluronic F68 con- Model with breakage Model with breakage,
tration (wt%) centration (wt%) function only coalescence functions
50 0.5 0.1782 0.0454
50 1 0.1348 0.0254
50 2 0.1248 0.0376
50 5 0.1354 0.0325
other emulsication conditions, I investigated the ability of the PBE model to predict
drop volume distributions over a range of homogenization pressures and surfactant
concentrations with a single set of parameters. These predictions were generated by
changing the pressure in the energy dissipation rate and the interfacial tension in
breakage and coalescence rate functions. As a rst step towards formulation design, I
attempted to adapt the PBE model to two other nonionic surfactants by rst adjust-
ing the interfacial tension and then by re-estimating the model parameters for each
surfactant.
2.4.3.1 Homogenization Pressure
Homogenization experiments were performed at 50% oil, 1% surfactant and four
pressures (200, 400, 600 and 800 bar). Drop volume distributions were measured for
ve passes at each pressure, and these data were used to estimate a dierent set of
model parameters K1  K6 for each pressure. Then the model parameters found at
each pressure were used to predict drop volume distributions at all four pressures, with
the objective function 	 providing a measure of prediction accuracy for each case.
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Figure 2.2. Experimental and model predicted results for the emulsion formulation
with 50wt% oil, 5wt% PF-68 homogenized at 800 bar (a)Drop size distributions using
PBE model with breakage function only (	 = 0:1354); (b)Sauter mean diameter using
PBE model with breakage function only; (c)Drop size distribution using PBE model
with breakage and coalescence functions (	 = 0:0325); (d)Sauter mean diameter
using PBE model with breakage and coalescence functions
The results obtained show that parameters estimated at either pressure extreme (200
and 800 bar) generated relatively poor predictions at the other pressures (Table 3.5).
Predictions with parameter estimated at 200 bar were particularly poor, most likely
due to the large drops produced and limited coalescence occurring at this low pres-
sure. Parameters estimated at intermediate pressures (400 and 600 bar) generated
better predictions over the pressure range. The lowest total objective function value
was obtained with the 600 bar parameters, which produced reasonable drop volume
distribution predictions except at 200 bar where the breakage-coalescence balance
was signicantly underpredicted (Fig. 5.2). I also investigated the possible advan-
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tage of using drop volume distributions collected at multiple pressures for parameter
estimation. Due to limitations on optimization problem size, the computations were
restricted to two pressures per dataset. The results obtained show that the two pres-
sures chosen for estimation had little eect on prediction accuracy (Table 3.6) and
that the inclusion of multiple pressures did not improve predictive capability relative
to a single pressure (Table 3.5). Hence, I concluded that homogenization experiments
performed at a single, intermediate pressure provided the best drop distribution data
for parameter estimation.
Table 2.4. Objective function values at dierent pressures using optimal parameters
K1   K6 obtained at one pressure for emulsions consisting of 50wt% oil and 1wt%
Pluronic F-68
Pressure (bar) Using parameters
at 200 bar at 400 bar at 600 bar at 800 bar
200 0.07699 0.4987 1.2835 1.8954
400 0.7843 0.0485 0.3828 0.9771
600 3.1223 0.5011 0.0318 0.2421
800 5.2689 1.2484 0.2358 0.0255
Total 9.2525 2.2967 1.9339 3.1401
Table 2.5. Objective function values at dierent pressures using optimal parameters
K1  K6 obtained at two pressures for emulsions consisting of 50wt% oil and 1wt%
Pluronic F-68
Pressure (bar) Using parameters Using parameters Using parameters
at 200 and 400 bar at 400 and 600 bar at 200 and 800 bar
200 0.2084 0.9397 0.3229
400 0.1424 0.5308 0.4078
600 0.7554 0.2570 0.8131
800 1.5209 0.4301 1.4176
Total 2.6271 2.1576 2.9614
2.4.3.2 Surfactant Concentration
Homogenization experiments were performed at 50% oil, 800 bar and four sur-
factant concentrations (0.5, 1, 2 and 5%). Drop volume distributions were measured
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Figure 2.3. Experimental and model predicted drop size distributions, obtained us-
ing optimized parameters for the case of 50wt% oil, 1wt% Pluronic F-68 homogenized
at 600 bar using PBE model with breakage and coalescence functions, at dierent
pressures (a)200 bar (	 = 1:284), (b)400 bar (	 = 0:383), (c)600 bar (	 = 0:032),
(d)800 bar (	 = 0:236)
for ve passes at each surfactant concentration, and these data were used to esti-
mate a dierent set of model parameters K1   K6 for each concentration. Then
the model parameters found at each concentration were used to predict drop volume
distributions at all four concentrations. The results obtained show that parameters
estimated at the lowest surfactant concentration (0.5%) generated relatively poor pre-
dictions at the other concentrations (Table 2.6), as the breakage-coalescence balance
was generally underpredicted. By contrast, parameters estimated at the other three
concentrations (1, 2 and 5%) generated acceptable predictions over the surfactant
range investigated. The lowest total objective function value was obtained with the
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1% concentration parameters, which produced reasonable drop volume distribution
predictions for all four surfactant concentrations (Fig. 5.3). Therefore, I concluded
that homogenization experiments performed at a single, suciently large surfactant
concentration provided satisfactory drop distribution data for parameter estimation.
Table 2.6. Objective function values at dierent oil to surfactant ratios using optimal
parameters K1 K6 obtained at one oil to surfactant ratio for emulsions homogenized
at 800 bar
Oil-surfactant Using parameters at
concentrations 50-0.5 50-1 50-2 50-5
(wt%-wt%) wt%-wt% wt%-wt% wt%-wt% wt%-wt%
50-0.5 0.0456 0.4575 1.1376 0.9605
50-1 0.6213 0.0254 0.4193 0.4056
50-2 1.9941 0.4834 0.0376 0.1165
50-5 1.6255 0.2051 0.2268 0.0325
Total 4.2665 1.1714 1.8213 1.5151
2.4.3.3 Surfactant Type
As a rst step towards emulsion formulation design, I investigated the ability of the
PBE model to predict drop volume distributions for two other nonionic surfactants
(Pluronic F-127 and Tween 60) at dierent oil-surfactant ratios. First the model
parameters K1 K6 were xed at the values estimated from Pluronic F-68 base case
data, the interfacial tension for each surfactant was calculated from (3.1) according to
the surfactant concentration, and the PBE model was simulated with the calculated
interfacial tension used in the breakage and coalescence rate functions. Comparisons
of interfacial tension data and predictions obtained from (3.1) for Pluronic F-127 and
Tween 60 are shown in Figure 5.4. The Pluronic F-127 predictions were generally less
accurate than those obtained for Pluronic F-68. As the critical micelle concentration
of Tween 60 is very low (0.0026 wt%), the interfacial tension value was assumed to be
independent of the surfactant concentration. When the model parameters were xed
at the Pluronic F-68 values, the PBE model generated inaccurate predictions of drop
volume distributions for both Pluronic F-127 and Tween 60 as measured by objective
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Figure 2.4. Experimental and model predicted drop size distributions, obtained
using optimized parameters for the base case formulation using PBE model with
breakage and coalescence functions, at dierent oil-surfactant ratios (a)50-0.5 wt%
(	 = 0:4575), (b)50-1wt% (	 = 0:0254), (c)50-2wt% (	 = 0:4834), (d)50-5wt%
(	 = 0:2051)
function values (Table 2.7). The predictions were particularly poor for Pluronic F-
127, demonstrating that one set of model parameters was not sucient to describe
multiple surfactants.
Consequently, I re-estimated the model parameters for each surfactant using bulk
emulsion properties, the premix volume distribution and drop volume distributions
for 50% oil, 1% surfactant and ve homogenization passes following the procedure
used for Pluronic F-68. With surfactant specic parameters, the PBE model was
able to generate satisfactory predictions over the range of surfactant concentrations
investigated (Table 2.7). The Pluronic F-127 PBE model produced reasonable drop
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Figure 2.5. Interfacial tension values for dierent surfactants
Table 2.7. Objective function values at dierent oil to surfactant ratios using optimal
parameters K1  K6 obtained for one surfactant at 50wt% oil and 1wt% surfactant
for emulsions homogenized at 800 bar
Oil-surfactant PF-68 with PF-127 with Tween60 with
concentrations PF-68 PF-68 PF-127 PF-68 Tween 60
(wt%-wt%) parameters parameters parameters parameters parameters
50-0.5 0.4575 2.2807 0.2283 2.7315 0.7497
50-1 0.0254 2.4369 0.0127 0.8322 0.0308
50-2 0.4834 3.7747 0.0530 0.2978 0.2539
50-5 0.2051 7.2886 0.5387 0.1479 0.2550
Total 1.1714 15.7809 0.8327 4.0094 1.2894
volume distribution predictions for all four surfactant concentrations, with the largest
errors observed at 0.5% and 5% surfactant where the breakage-coalescence balance
was overestimated and the model generated smaller drops than observed experimen-
tally (Fig. 5.5). Similar results were obtained with the Tween 60 PBE model except
that the breakage-coalescence balance was underestimated at higher surfactant con-
centrations and the model generated larger drops than observed experimentally (Fig.
5.6) . Therefore, I concluded that the PBE model was extensible to other surfactants
if the adjustable model parameters were estimated for each surfactant using suitably
chosen base case data.
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Figure 2.6. Experimental and model predicted drop size distributions, obtained us-
ing optimized parameters for the case of 50wt% oil, 1wt% Pluronic F127 homogenized
at 800 bar using PBE model with breakage and coalescence functions, at dierent oil-
surfactant ratios (a)50-0.5 wt% (	 = 0:2283), (b)50-1wt% (	 = 0:0127), (c)50-2wt%
(	 = 0:0530), (d)50-5wt% (	 = 0:5387)
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Figure 2.7. Experimental and model predicted drop size distributions, obtained
using optimized parameters for the case of 50wt% oil, 1wt% Tween 60 homogenized
at 800 bar using PBE model with breakage and coalescence functions, at dierent oil-
surfactant ratios (a)50-0.5 wt% (	 = 0:7497), (b)50-1wt% (	 = 0:0308), (c)50-2wt%
(	 = 0:2539), (d)50-5wt% (	 = 0:2550)
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2.5 Conclusions
I developed a population balance equation (PBE) model of high pressure homoge-
nization that accounts for emulsion drop breakage and coalescence under high oil-to-
surfactant ratios commonly encountered in industry. Drop coalescence was incorpo-
rated into the previously developed breakage-only PBE model through the addition
of two functions for the drop collision rate and the coalescence eciency of collisions.
Mechanistic breakage and coalescence functions were used to allow the PBE model
to have predictive capability over a range of emulsion compositions and homogeniza-
tion conditions. The model contained six adjustable parameters that were estimated
by nonlinear optimization from drop volume distribution measurements obtained at a
specied base case condition. The PBE model with coalescence was shown to produce
vastly superior distribution predictions over a range of homogenization pressures and
surfactant concentrations compared to the breakage-only PBE model. The base case
condition chosen for parameter estimation was shown to have a substantial impact on
predictive capability, with conditions at the low and high extremes of the prediction
range being generally unfavorable. While satisfactory predictions were obtained with
a single set of model parameters for Pluronic F-68 surfactant, the parameters had
to re-estimated for the other two non-ionic surfactants (Pluronic F-127 and Tween
60) investigated to generate acceptable drop volume distribution predictions. These
results suggested that limited homogenization data must be collected for each surfac-
tant of interest for the PBE model to generate suciently accurate predictions to be
used for emulsied product design.
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CHAPTER 3
PREDICTING THE EFFECTS OF SURFACTANT
COVERAGE ON DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS OF
HOMOGENIZED EMULSIONS
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I present a new PBE model for predicting drop size distribu-
tions of homogenized emulsions that is extensible to dierent surfactant types. This
capability was achieved by extending my previous PBE model to include surfactant
specic parameters associated with adsorption equilibria under the assumption of fast
adsorption kinetics. More specically, the extended model was developed by adding
a surfactant mass balance, including the eects of the free surfactant concentration
on the interfacial tension and the surface coverage of drops, and by modeling the
coalescence frequency to be a function of the surface coverage. These modications
allowed the amount of drop coalescence to be automatically adjusted for each sur-
factant without the need for additional homogenization experiments and parameter
re-estimation. To evaluate the new model, I performed homogenization experiments
with the Pluronic family of non-ionic surfactants. Values of the adjustable model
parameters were obtained by nonlinear optimization using measured drop size dis-
tributions collected at 50 wt% oil and 1 wt% Pluronic F68 surfactant. Then these
parameter values were used to predict drop size distributions at 50 wt% oil and 0.5-2.0
wt% surfactant for Pluronic F68 and three other Pluronic surfactants. The predictive
capability of the extended model was assessed by comparing distribution predictions
to those generated with my previous model that lacked surfactant specic adsorption
equilibria and neglected time-varying surface coverage and interfacial tension.
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3.2 Experimental Methods
3.2.1 Materials
Oil-in-water emulsions were prepared using vegetable oil (Fisher Scientic) as the
dispersed phase and ultrapure water as the continuous phase. Homogenization ex-
periments were performed using high oil concentration and relatively low surfactant
concentrations to promote drop coalescence and mimic typical industrial conditions.
The base case emulsion consisted of 50 wt% oil, 1 wt% Pluronic F-68 surfactant
(Sigma), and the remainder water. To test predictive capability of the model, ad-
ditional experiments were performed at two other Pluronic F-68 concentrations (0.5
and 2.0 wt%). To examine model extensibility to other nonionic surfactants, Pluronic
F-127 (Sigma), Pluronic F-87 (BASF), and Pluronic F-108 (BASF) were used as the
surfactant in place of Pluronic F-68.
3.2.2 Emulsion Preparation
Emulsions were prepared using a two-step procedure. In the rst step, approx-
imately 50 ml of coarse pre-emulsion was prepared by mixing the ingredients in a
rotor-stator device (Ultra-Turrax Model T25, Rose Scientic Ltd.) at 16000 rpm for
4 minute. The second step was to pass the coarse emulsion through a high-pressure
homogenizer (Emulsiex C-3, Avestin Inc.) to reduce the average drop size. To
produce very small drops that were likely to result in surfactant limitation and co-
alescence, the homogenization pressure was chosen as 800 bar. The emulsion was
passed through the homogenizer ve times, and after each pass approximately 2 ml
was sampled to analyze the drop size distribution.
3.2.3 Emulsion Characterization
Drop size distributions were measured using a standard light scattering device
(Mastersizer S, Malvern Instruments). Phase densities and viscosities as well as the
interfacial tension were measured prior to each homogenization experiment. Con-
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tinuous and dispersed phase densities were measured using a densitometer (Model
36XMX, Bio-Rad). Continuous and dispersed phase viscosities were measured using
a Ubbelohde type capillary viscometer (Model CT-1000, Canon Instruments Com-
pany) at 25oC. The oil-water interfacial tension o=w was measured by drop shape
analysis (Model DSA-10 Tensiometer, KRUSS Instruments) at 25oC. The interfacial
tension  at surfactant concentration c and temperature T was calculated as,
 = o=w  RT 1ln

1 +
c
c1=2

(3.1)
where  1 is maximum surface coverage and c1=2 is the surfactant concentration
corresponding to half of the maximum surface coverage. The constants  1 and c1=2
were found for each surfactant by tting Eq. (3.1) to measured interfacial tensions
at dierent surfactant concentrations.
3.3 Theory
3.3.1 Population Balance Equation (PBE)
The population balance equation (PBE) is formally derived from a number balance
on particles by accounting for their rates of creation and disappearance [63]. Because
the light scattering device used in this study most directly measured drop volume dis-
tributions, I utilized a volume structured PBE model rather than a model represented
in terms of particle number. Although local shear forces can change dramatically near
the homogenization valve [28], I assumed the homogenizer to be a well-mixed batch
system to avoid complexities associated with modeling spatial variations. The PBE
derived from a number balance can be written as follows [16, 49],
@n(v; t)
@t
=  g(v)n(v; t) +
Z 1
v
(v; v0)g(v0)n(v0; t)dv0 (3.2)
 n(v; t)
Z 1
0
C(v; v0)n(v0; t)dv0 +
1
2
Z v
0
C(v   v0; v0)n(v   v0; t)n(v0; t)dv0
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where v is the volume of the particle; n(v; t)dv is the number of drops with volume
in the range [v; v + dv] per unit volume of dispersion at time t; g(v) is the breakage
frequency representing the fraction of drops of volume v breaking per unit time;
(v; v0) is the daughter drop distribution function representing the probability of
forming a daughter drop of size v from breakage of a mother drop of size v0; and
C(v; v0) is coalescence frequency representing the rate at which drops of size v and
size v0 coalesce. The rst and third terms on the right hand side of Eq. (6.1) are the
rates of disappearance of drops of size v due to breakage and coalescence, respectively,
while the second and fourth terms are the rates of appearance of drops of size v due
to breakage and coalescence, respectively. Assuming that drops are spherical, the
number and volume distributions are related as follows,
n(v; t) =
Vtotnp(v; t)
v
(3.3)
where Vtot is the conserved total volume of the drops. The PBE (Eq. 6.1) can be
written in terms of np(v; t) as follows [49],
dnp(v; t)
dt
=  g(v)np(v; t) + v
Z 1
v
(v; v0)g(v0)np(v0; t)
v0
dv0
 np(v; t)
Z 1
0
C(v; v0)np(v0; t)Vtot
v0
dv0 (3.4)
+
v
2
Z v
0
C(v   v0; v0)np(v   v0; t)np(v0; t)Vtot
v0(v   v0) dv
0
I assumed that drop breakage and coalescence only occurred in the valve gap, and that
these mechanisms were uniform throughout the gap region. Because the volumetric
ow rate through the homogenizer was constant, the emulsion was assumed to have a
constant residence time in the gap region and each pass was taken to be one dimen-
sionless time unit. The drop volume distribution of the pre-mix or the previous pass
was used as the initial condition for the subsequent pass. The actual homogenizer
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had a more complex geometry that would require more complex modeling tools such
as computational uid dynamics (e.g. Raikar et al., 2009) to adequately describe.
More sophisticated ow modeling was deemed outside the scope of the present study.
3.3.1.1 PBE Functions
The PBE (6.1) requires size-dependent functions for the breakage frequency (g(v)),
the daughter drop distribution ((v; v0)), and the coalescence frequency (C(v; v0)).
Following my previous work [49, 60], the breakage function g(v) was assumed to be
sum of two functions representing dierent breakage mechanisms such that g(v) =
g1(v) + g2(v). The rst breakage function g1(v) accounts for drop breakage due to
collision with turbulent eddies [16],
g1(v) = K1v
 2=91=3

exp 

K2(1 + )
2
dv5=92=3

(3.5)
where K1 and K2 are adjustable parameters. The second breakage function g2(v) was
derived assuming that drop breakage results from turbulent shear [60],
g2(v) = K3

2

1=2
d
d
1=2 
exp

 K4
2
v2=3c

(3.6)
where K3 and K4 are adjustable parameters. The two breakage functions depend on
the homogenizer pressure P through the energy dissipation rate  (see below) and bulk
emulsion properties including the dispersed phase volume fraction , the interfacial
tension , the dispersed phase density d, and the continuous phase viscosity c and
dispersed phase viscosity d through the ratio  =
d
c
. The daughter drop distribution
function (v; v0) was chosen such that multiple daughter drops were formed from a
single breakage event. More specically, a mother drop was assumed to break into a
xed number of daughter drops of potentially dierent size. In this study, breakage
was assumed to produce 80 daughter drops because this number provided the best t
to distribution data in my previous work [49]. However, I found that prediction quality
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was not very sensitive to this number as long as it was suciently large (> 20). Clearly
the use of this xed parameter is a simplication that could potentially be improved
if turbulent drop breakage in dense suspensions could be experimentally studied. To
my knowledge, the necessary experiments are not currently feasible and the proposed
simplication is reasonable given knowledge about turbulent drop breakage.
The coalescence frequency C(v; v0) was calculated as the product of the drop
collision frequency h(v; v0) and the coalescence eciency (v; v0) such that C(v; v0) =
h(v; v0)(v; v0). The collision frequency function was derived from the kinetic theory
of gases assuming that drops in turbulent conditions behave like gas molecules [16],
h(v; v0) =
K5
1=3
(1 + )
(v2=3 + v02=3)(v2=9 + v02=9)
1=2
(3.7)
where K5 is an adjustable parameter. The coalescence eciency function was derived
by assuming that drop coalescence occurs if the contact time between two drops is
greater than the time required for the liquid lm between the drops to drain [16],
(v; v0) = exp
24  K6cc
2(1 + )3
 
v1=3v01=3
v1=3 + v01=3
!435 (3.8)
where K6 is an adjustable parameter. Similar to the breakage frequency, the coa-
lescence frequency depends on the homogenizer pressure P through the energy dis-
sipation rate  and the bulk emulsion properties c, c, , and . The breakage and
coalescence frequency functions both depend on the energy dissipation rate, which
was modeled with the following relation [84, 83],
 =
PQ
Vdiss
(3.9)
where P is the applied pressure, Q is the volumetric ow rate, and Vdiss is the valve
gap volume which depends on valve gap distance hgap. Equations for Vdiss and hgap
can be found in the previous work [60].
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3.3.2 Extended PBE Model
My previous model of combined drop breakage and coalescence consisted of the
PBE (Eq. 6.1) with the breakage and coalescence functions described in the previous
section [49]. I will refer to this model as the \basic PBE model" in the remainder of
the chapter. While the basic model has proved capable of generating satisfactory pre-
dictions of the drop size distribution over a range of surfactant concentrations [49], the
model lacked a fundamental description of surfactant behavior. Instead, a constant
value of the interfacial tension was calculated according to the surfactant concen-
tration used in each experiment. I hypothesized that this simplication was largely
responsible for the observed inability of the basic model to describe dierent surfac-
tants without re-estimation of the adjustable parameters using drop size distribution
measurements collected for the new surfactants [49]. I now present a new PBE model
that includes a description of time-varying surfactant adsorption and its associated
eects on drop surface coverage, interfacial tension, and drop coalescence. I will refer
to this model as the \extended PBE model" in the remainder of the chapter. The ex-
tended model is based on the assumption of fast adsorption kinetics because kinetic
parameters are dicult to obtain experimentally [82, 78]. Moreover, the Pluronic
surfactants considered in this study were expected to have fast adsorption kinetics.
The free surfactant concentration decreases as large drops break to form smaller
drops and more surfactant molecules are adsorbed on the oil-water interface. The
time-dependent free surfactant concentration (Cs) was calculated by a surfactant
mass balance as follows:
dCs
dt
=   6
(1  )
d

 
d32

dt
(3.10)
where d32 is the Sauter mean diameter of the emulsion and   is the surface coverage
of surfactant. The initial value of the free surfactant concentration Csi was calculated
by solving the following mass balance equation:
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Csi = Csinput  
6
1  
 1Csi
Csi+C1=2
d32pre
(3.11)
where d32pre is Sauter mean diameter of the premix emulsion, Csinput is the surfactant
concentration used to prepare the emulsion,  1 is maximum surface coverage, and
C1=2 is the surfactant concentration corresponding to half of the maximum surface
coverage. The interfacial tension () was modeled to increase as free surfactant was
depleted to stabilize newly formed drop surfaces [10, 8]:
 = o=w  RT 1ln

1 +
Cs
C1=2

(3.12)
The equilibrium surfactant coverage on the drop surface was assumed to follow the
Langmuir isotherm:
  =  1

Cs
Cs + C1=2

(3.13)
The coalescence frequency was modied to depend on the drop surface coverage  
because the coalescence eciency should increase as the surface coverage decreases
and drops are less stable. This eect was modeled as follows:
C(v; v0; ) =

1   
 1
2
C(v; v0)  2C(v; v0) (3.14)
where C(v; v0; ) is the modied coalescence frequency function and C(v; v0) is the
coalescence frequency function used in the basic PBE model. The multiplicative term
2 =

1   
 1
2
captures the increased tendency of two drops to coalescence when the
surface coverage is below the maximum coverage. Equations (4.9){(3.14) represent
the new equations added to the basic model to generate the extended model.
3.3.3 Dynamic Simulation and Parameter Estimation
The integral expression in the PBE (6.1) was approximated numerically using the
xed pivot technique [40] with 100 equally spaced node points. A larger number
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of node points increased the computational cost of simulation but had a negligible
eect on solution accuracy. Discretization produced 100 nonlinear ordinary dieren-
tial equations in time with the dependent variables representing the volume percent
distribution at each node point. The extended PBE model included an additional
ordinary dierential equation (Eq. 4.9) and two algebraic equations (Eqs. 3.12 and
4.26). The ODE system was solved with the Matlab integration code ode15s by em-
bedding of the algebraic equations. The premix distribution np(v; 0) was used as the
initial condition for the PBE, while Eq. 4.10 was used to calculate the initial condi-
tion for the free surfactant concentration. One dimensionless time unit was dened
as the time of one homogenization pass such that the distribution after the i-th pass
nP (v; i) = nP (v; t = i).
The adjustable model parameters K1  K6 in the breakage and coalescence func-
tions were estimated by nonlinear optimization using experimental data from base
case homogenization experiments at 50 wt% oil and 1 wt% Pluronic F-68 surfactant.
The data used were surfactant properties ( 1, C1=2), bulk emulsion properties (, ,
c, d, c, d), the premix volume distribution np(v; 0), and measured drop volume
distributions np(v; t) for ve homogenization passes. The bulk emulsion properties are
listed in the Table 3.1 1. The ODE system obtained as a result of spatial discretiza-
tion was temporally discretized using orthogonal collocation with 15 nite elements
and 2 internal collocation points per element to obtain a set of nonlinear algebraic
equations. Each pass corresponded to 3 nite elements. I found that additional nite
elements and/or collocation points had little eect on the parameter estimates but
increased computational eort signicantly. Nonlinear optimization was performed
1The continuous phase viscosity c was assumed to be constant for all values of the surfactant
concentration. For example, the viscosity of 1 wt% PF68 in water was found to be 1.07 mPa.s and
the viscosity of pure water was 0.88 mPa.s at 25oC. Since most surfactant molecules were expected
to adsorb at the oil-water interface due to the high oil/surfactant ratios used, the amount of free
surfactant in the continuous phase was much lower that the added amount and the assumption of
constant continuous phase viscosity was deemed reasonable.
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to minimize a least square objective function 	 with the algebraic equations posed
as equality constraints. Also continuity conditions were imposed across the nite
elements. The objective function 	 used was,
	 =
NX
i=1
Pn
j=1 [n^p(vj; i)  np(vj; i)]2Pn
j=1[np(vj; i)]
2
(3.15)
where np(vj; i) is the measured value of the drop volume distribution at drop volume
vj and homogenizer pass i, n^p(vj; i) is the corresponding predicted value obtained
from the discretized model, n is the total number of spatial node points, and N is the
number of passes. This objective function ensured that the denominator would remain
non-zero even if the number of drops in a particular volume class became identically
zero. The optimization problem for the base PBE model was formulated in AMPL
[25] and solved using the nonlinear program solver CONOPT. For the extended PBE
model, the optimization problem was solved with the Matlab function lsqnonlin
after obtaining good initial estimates of the parameters K1   K6 using Newton's
method. In both cases, objective function 	 values were used to quantify model
accuracy. Optimized model parameters of base model are listed in appendix A. It is
important check the eect of these parameters on the nal objective function to make
sure that there are no redundancies and to nd out degree of linear independence of
these parameters (Please see appendix A).
Table 3.1. Bulk properties of the emulsion system.
Density of continuous phase (c) 997:05 kg=m
3
Density of dispersed phase (d) 917:36 kg=m
3
Viscosity of continuous phase (c) 0:88 mPa:s
Viscosity of dispersed phase (d) 47:8 mPa:s
Interfacial tension of oil in water at 25oC 19:6 mN=m
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3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Extensibility for the Surfactant Concentration
Both the base PBE model (6.1) and the extended PBE model (6.1,4.9,4.26,3.12)
included six adjustable parameters (K1  K6) in the breakage and coalescence func-
tions that were estimated from experimental data collected for a particular emulsion
formulation. The data used for parameter estimation consisted of bulk emulsion
properties (, , c, d, c, d), the premix drop volume distribution np(v; 0), and
drop volume distributions np(v; t) for ve homogenization passes. Additional sur-
factant specic data were required for the extended model. In this case,  1 and
C1=2 for a particular surfactant were found by tting Eq.3.12 to data for the equi-
librium interfacial tension () versus the free surfactant concentration (Cs) using
nonlinear least-squares optimization. The parameter estimates obtained for the four
Pluronic surfactants (Table 3.2) produced satisfactory ts of the interfacial tension
data (Fig 3.1a). The surfactants PF87, PF108 and PF 127 produced similar interfa-
cial tension trends characterized by small C1=2 values and comparable  1 values. By
contrast, PF68 was characterized by a substantially larger C1=2 value and a smaller
 1 value than the other three surfactants. To demonstrate that the homogenization
experiments were performed under surfactant limited conditions, fth pass d32 values
obtained for each surfactant with 50% oil and 0.5-2.0 wt% surfactant were analyzed.
The results (Fig. 3.1b) showed that the mean drop size was limited by the amount
of surfactant rather than the mechanical energy of the homogenizer.
Table 3.2. Surfactant adsorption parameters.
Surfactant Molecular weight  1 (mol=m2) C1=2 (mol=m3)
Pluronic F68 8400 1:4286 10 6 0:7933
Pluronic F127 12600 7:5397 10 7 1:7628 10 4
Pluronic F108 14400 4:5000 10 7 7:6065 10 5
Pluronic F87 7700 3:963 10 7 9:0792 10 5
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Figure 3.1. (a) Interfacial tension values (symbols) and model ts (solid lines) for
four Pluronic surfactants; and (b) experimental Sauter mean diameters of fth pass
homogenized emulsions obtained with the four surfactants.
Given the necessary model parameters and distribution data, the six adjustable pa-
rameters (K1 K6) were estimated for both PBE models at three separate conditions:
50% oil, 0.5 wt% PF68; 50% oil, 1.0 wt% PF68; and 50% oil, 2.0 wt% PF68. The
predictions obtained from the base model (Fig. 5.1, rst column of Table 3.3) showed
that very accurate predictions of the homogenized drop volume distributions could be
produced without any surfactant specic information. Similar results were obtained
for the extended model (second column of Table 3.3), demonstrating that modeling
of surfactant adsorption was not necessary if parameters were estimated separately
for each formulation. To investigate model extensibility to dierent surfactant con-
centrations, the next tests involved prediction of homogenized distributions at 50wt%
oil, 0.5 wt% PF68 and 50% oil, 2.0 wt% PF68 using K1  K6 values estimated at 50
wt% oil, 1.0 wt% PF68. Results for the base model (Fig. 5.2, third column of Table
3.3) showed that distribution predictions were clearly degraded as compared to the
case where separate parameter values were generated for each formulation. Although
the amount of coalescence appeared to be under predicted at the lower surfactant
concentration (0.5wt%) and over predicted at the higher concentration (2wt%), the
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model remained capable of generating satisfactory predictions over this surfactant
concentration range. Similar results were obtained for the extended model (Fig. 5.3,
fth column of Table 3.3), suggesting that modeling of surfactant adsorption was not
necessary to generate acceptable distribution predictions for a single surfactant.
Table 3.3. Summary of model results at dierent oil-PF68 ratios.
Objective function values
Optimized results Extensibility results
Oil-PF68 (using parameters of
concentration 50-1 wt% case)
(wt%-wt%) Base model Extended model Base model Extended model
50-0.5 0.0454 0.0540 0.4575 0.5434
50-1 0.0254 0.0286 0.0254 0.0286
50-2 0.0376 0.0390 0.4834 0.4946
Total 0.1084 0.1216 0.9663 1.066
3.4.1.1 Extensibility for the Surfactant Type
Homogenization experiments and parameter estimation studies were conducted
for three other surfactants (PF127, PF87 and PF108) from the Pluronic family. Like
PF68, these surfactants are block co-polymers consisting of polyoxypropylene and
polyoxyethylene units. The four Pluronic surfactants have dierent molecular weights
and adsorption behavior (Table 3.2) because the number and arrangement of poly-
oxypropylene and polyoxyethylene units varies. Using both the basic and extended
PBE models, the same set of tests were performed for the PF127, PF87 and PF108
surfactants. First, drop volume distributions collected at 50 wt% oil and 1.0 wt%
surfactant were used to estimate the six adjustable parameters (K1  K6), and these
parameter values were used to predict drop distributions at 50 wt% oil, 0.5 wt% sur-
factant and 50 wt% oil, 2.0 wt% surfactant. Then the parameter estimates obtained
at 50 wt% oil and 1.0 wt% PF68 were used to predict drop volume distributions
for the new surfactant without parameter re-estimation using distribution data for
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Figure 3.2. Experimental and model predicted drop size distributions obtained using
optimized parameters found at dierent oil-PF68 ratios with the base model: (a) 50
wt% oil, 0.5 wt% PF68 (	 = 0:0454), (b) 50 wt% oil, 1.0 wt% PF68 (	 = 0:0254),
(c) 50 wt% oil, 2.0 wt% PF68 (	 = 0:0376), e(d) Experimental d32 values (symbols)
and model predicted d32 values (solid lines).
that surfactant. In the extended model, the change in surfactant type was taken into
account by using the associated surfactant properties  1 and C1=2. The basic model
lacked surfactant adsorption information and was used as a basis for comparison. The
change in surfactant type was incorporated into the basic model by calculating an
interfacial tension value from the total amount of surfactant added (0.5, 1.0 or 2.0
wt%) and using this constant value in the breakage and coalescence functions. These
studies were intended to examine extensibility of the new PBE model to dierent
surfactants using only adsorption parameters for those surfactants.
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Figure 3.3. Experimental and model predicted drop size distributions obtained using
optimized parameters found at 50 wt% oil, 1 wt% PF68 with the base model: (a) 50
wt% oil, 0.5 wt% PF68 (	 = 0:4575), (b) 50 wt% oil, 1.0 wt% PF68 (	 = 0:0254),
(c) 50 wt% oil, 2.0 wt% PF68 (	 = 0:4834), (d) Experimental d32 values (symbols)
and model predicted d32 values (solid lines).
First tests were performed with the Pluronic surfactant F127. Using K1   K6
values estimated for 1.0 wt% PF127, the extended model produced satisfactory pre-
dictions of the homogenized distributions obtained for 0.5 and 2.0 wt% PF127 (Fig.
5.4, third column of Table 3.4). Similar results were obtained with the basic model,
again suggesting that surfactant adsorption modeling was unnecessary to generate
acceptable predictions for a particular surfactant (second column of Table 3.4). How-
ever, the basic model proved unacceptable when the parameters estimated for 1.0
wt% PF68 were used to predict distributions obtained with the dierent surfactant
PF127 (Fig. 5.5, fourth column of Table 3.4). As compared to the case where the
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Figure 3.4. Experimental and model predicted drop size distributions obtained using
optimized parameters found at 50 wt% oil, 1 wt% PF68 with the extended model: (a)
50 wt% oil, 0.5 wt% PF68 (	 = 0:5434), (b) 50 wt% oil, 1.0 wt% PF68 (	 = 0:0286),
(c) 50 wt% oil, 2.0 wt% PF68 (	 = 0:4946), (d) Experimental d32 values (symbols)
and model predicted d32 values (solid lines).
parameters were estimated for 1.0 wt% PF127, the basic model produced approxi-
mately 30 times greater error with the PF68 parameters as measured by the total
value of the objective function 	. By contrast, the extended model was far superior
when the parameters estimated for 1.0 wt% PF68 were used to predict distributions
obtained with PF127 (Fig. 5.6, fth column of Table 3.4). Although predictions were
clearly degraded as compared to the case where the parameters were estimated from
PF127 distributions, the extended model remained capable of generating reasonable
predictions despite using only adsorption information for PF127. When PF68 pa-
rameter values were used, the total objective function value for the extended model
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was only 11% of the value obtained with the basic model. While the extended model
produced a time-varying value of the interfacial tension, I found that this increase
was very small and unlikely to account for the improved performance (Fig. 5.7).
By contrast, the decreasing free surfactant concentration produced a large decrease
in the drop coverage (  
 1 ) and corresponding increase in the coalescence eciency
factor  (Eq. 3.14). I believe that the improved performance of the extended model
is mostly attributable to this factor, which varies between surfactants according to
their adsorption behavior.
Table 3.4. Summary of model results at dierent oil-P127 ratios.
Objective function values
Using base case Using base case
Oil-PF127 parameters of PF127 parameters of PF68
concentration (50wt% oil-1wt% PF127) (50wt% oil-1wt% PF68)
(wt%-wt%) Base Model Extended Model Base Model Extended Model
50-0.5 0.2283 0.2749 2.6046 0.5567
50-1 0.0127 0.0145 2.6126 0.1484
50-2 0.0530 0.0768 3.4692 0.2824
Total 0.2940 0.3662 8.6864 0.9877
Next homogenization experiments and model extensibility studies were performed
with PF108. Using K1   K6 values estimated for 1.0 wt% PF108, the basic and
extended models produced similar predictions of homogenized distributions obtained
for 0.5 and 2.0 wt% PF108 (second and third columns of Table 3.5). However, the
basic model performed poorly when the parameters estimated for 1.0 wt% PF68 were
used to predict PF108 distributions (fourth column of Table 3.5). The extended
model performed much better when the parameters estimated for 1.0 wt% PF68 were
used to predict PF108 distributions (Fig. 5.8, fth column of Table 3.5). However,
the improvement obtained with the extended model was not as large as that observed
for PF127, with the total objective function value for the extended model being
39% of the value obtained with the basic model when PF68 parameters were used.
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Figure 3.5. Experimental and model predicted drop size distributions obtained
using optimized parameters found at 50 wt% oil, 1 wt% PF127 with the extended
model: (a) 50 wt% oil, 0.5 wt% PF127 (	 = 0:2749), (b) 50 wt% oil, 1.0 wt% PF127
(	 = 0:0145), (c) 50 wt% oil, 2.0 wt% PF127 (	 = 0:0768), (d) Experimental d32
values (symbols) and model predicted d32 values (solid lines).
I believe that this result was partially attributable to inability to more accurately
predict PF108 distributions with PF108 parameters (third column of Table 3.5), as
similar increases in total objective function values were observed when PF127/PF108
parameters were replaced with PF68 parameters (270% increase for PF127, 264%
increase for PF108). Still the extended model produced much improved distribution
predictions compared to the basic model due to the inclusion of surfactant adsorption
behavior.
Finally tests were performed with PF87. The extended model produced slightly
better predictions of homogenized distributions than the basic model using K1  K6
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Figure 3.6. Experimental and model predicted drop size distributions obtained using
optimized parameters found at 50 wt% oil, 1 wt% PF68 with the base model: (a) 50
wt% oil, 0.5 wt% PF127 (	 = 2:6046), (b) 50 wt% oil, 1.0 wt% PF127 (	 = 2:6126),
(c) 50 wt% oil, 2.0 wt% PF127 (	 = 3:4692), (d) Experimental d32 values (symbols)
and model predicted d32 values (solid lines).
values estimated for 1.0 wt% PF87 (second and third columns of Table 3.6). Because
this trend did not hold for the other three surfactants studied, I concluded that this
result was an anomaly and the extended model did not improve predictions for a
single surfactant. As observed with the other surfactants, the extended model also
outperformed the basic model when the parameters estimated for 1.0 wt% PF68 were
used to predict PF87 distributions (Fig. 5.9, fourth and fth columns of Table 3.6).
However, the improvement obtained with the extended model was not as large as that
observed with the other surfactants, as total objective function value for the extended
model was 54% of the value obtained with the basic model. This limited improvement
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Figure 3.7. Experimental and model predicted drop size distributions obtained
using optimized parameters found at 50 wt% oil, 1 wt% PF68 with the extended
model: (a) 50 wt% oil, 0.5 wt% PF127 (	 = 0:5567), (b) 50 wt% oil, 1.0 wt% PF127
(	 = 0:1486), (c) 50 wt% oil, 2.0 wt% PF127 (	 = 0:2824), (d) Experimental d32
values (symbols) and model predicted d32 values (solid lines).
could be attributable to the relatively slow adsorption kinetics of PF108 because of its
bulkier structure and higher molecular weight. The results for PF87 did parallel the
other results in the sense that a similar increase in the total objective function value
was observed when PF87 parameters were replaced with PF68 parameters (389%).
Therefore, I concluded that the addition of surfactant adsorption into the PBE model
improved extensibility to new surfactants and that the amount of improvement for a
particular surfactant was dependent on the accuracy of extended model predictions
when distribution data for that surfactant was used for parameter estimation.
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Figure 3.8. Extended model variables as a function of dimensionless time for a
dynamic simulation of ve homogenizer passes with 50 wt% oil, 1 wt% PF127 using
optimized parameters found at 50 wt% oil, 1 wt% PF68: (a) free surfactant concen-
tration and interfacial tension, (b) dimensionless surface coverage  
 1 and coalescence
eciency factor ().
Table 3.5. Summary of model results at dierent oil-PF108 ratios.
Objective function values
Oil-PF108 Using base case Using base case
concentration parameters of PF108 parameters of PF68
(wt%-wt%) (50wt% oil-1wt% PF108) (50wt% oil-1wt% PF68)
Base Model Extended Model Base Model Extended Model
50-0.5 0.5057 0.6607 3.3856 1.5758
50-1 0.1179 0.1682 2.0410 0.6452
50-2 0.2415 0.2196 1.6838 0.5477
Total 0.8651 1.0485 7.1104 2.7687
3.5 Conclusions
I developed and evaluated a new population balance equation (PBE) model for
predicting drop size distributions of oil-in-water emulsions prepared with high pres-
sure homogenization. The goal of the modeling eort was to extend my previous
PBE model of combined drop breakage and coalescence to predict distributions ob-
tained with dierent surfactant types given adjustable model parameters estimated
from drop volume distribution data collected for a single surfactant. This capability
was deemed essential for emulsied product design, where limited experimental data
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Figure 3.9. Experimental and model predicted drop size distributions obtained
using optimized parameters found at 50 wt% oil, 1 wt% PF68 with the extended
model: (a) 50 wt% oil, 0.5 wt% PF108 (	 = 1:5758), (b) 50 wt% oil, 1.0 wt% PF108
(	 = 0:6452), (c) 50 wt% oil, 2.0 wt% PF108 (	 = 0:5477), (d) Experimental d32
values (symbols) and model predicted d32 values (solid lines).
will be available to parameterize models for prediction of process performance. The
extended PBE model was developed from my previous model by adding a surfactant
mass balance, including the eects of the free surfactant concentration on the inter-
facial tension and the surface coverage of drops, and by modeling the coalescence
frequency to be a function of the surfactant coverage. Both models contained six
adjustable parameters that were estimated by nonlinear optimization to minimize a
least-squares objective function for the error between predicted and measured drop
volume distributions. To demonstrate model extensibility to dierent surfactant types
and concentrations, these adjustable parameters were estimated using measured drop
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Table 3.6. Summary of model results at dierent oil-PF87 ratios.
Objective function values
Oil-PF87 Using base case) Using base case
concentration parameters of PF87 parameters of PF68
(wt%-wt%) (50wt% oil-1wt% PF87 (50wt% oil-1wt% PF68)
Base Model Extended Model Base Model Extended Model
50-0.5 0.4289 0.3917 2.2194 1.2477
50-1 0.0346 0.0303 1.0902 0.4425
50-2 0.4887 0.1010 0.4264 0.3424
Total 0.9522 0.5230 3.7358 2.0326
volume distributions collected at 50 wt% oil and 1 wt% Pluronic F68 surfactant.
These parameter values were used to predict distributions at 50 wt% oil and 0.5-
2.0 wt% surfactant with PF68 and three other surfactants from the Pluronic family
(PF127, PF108, PF87). I showed that the extended PBE model generated substan-
tially improved distribution predictions for the three other surfactants compared to
my previous model. Objective function values were only 11{54% of the values ob-
tained without modeling of surfactant adsorption. The amount of improvement was
surfactant dependent and appeared to be correlated with the ability of the extended
model to predict distributions for a particular surfactant when those distributions
were used directly for parameter estimation.
Despite these promising results, the extended PBE model has limitations that
restrict its predictive capability and necessitate further improvements before compu-
tational product design can be pursued. The model only accounts for the eect of
surfactant adsorption equilibria on the oil-water interfacial tension, the surface cover-
age of drops, and the coalescence eciency. Other potentially important eects such
as surfactant adsorption kinetics and molecular structure that may eect attractive
and repulsive forces between drops have been neglected. These simplications can
be expected to degrade model predictive capability, especially for surfactant types
and concentrations that dier strongly from those used to generate distribution data
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Figure 3.10. Experimental and model predicted drop size distributions obtained
using optimized parameters found at 50 wt% oil, 1 wt% PF68 with the extended
model: (a)50 wt% oil, 0.5 wt% PF87 (	 = 1:2477), (b) 50 wt% oil, 1.0 wt% PF87
(	 = 0:4425), (c) 50 wt% oil, 2.0 wt% PF87 (	 = 0:3424), (d) Experimental d32
values (symbols) and model predicted d32 values (solid lines).
for parameter estimation. For example, I found that the model was not extensi-
ble to 5 wt% surfactant with parameters estimated at 1 wt% PF68. In this case,
there was an excess of free surfactant such that the surface coverage of drops became
equal to maximum surface coverage ( 1) and the coalescence frequency was set to
zero throughout the simulated homogenization. As a result, the extended model was
reduced to a breakage-only model and drop size reduction was overpredicted. The
inclusion of surfactant adsorption kinetics may be necessary to improve these pre-
dictions, as slower adsorbing surfactants will be unable to achieve complete coverage
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and drop coalescence will be present. Such enhancements of the PBE model are the
subject of my research described in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
PREDICTING THE COMBINED EFFECTS OF OIL AND
SURFACTANT CONCENTRATIONS ON THE DROP
SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS OF HOMOGENIZED EMULSIONS
4.1 Introduction
The goal of this chapter was to develop a new PBE model that produced accurate
DSD predictions in both the surfactant limited and surfactant rich regimes explored
through large variations in the oil concentration (10 to 50 wt%) and surfactant con-
centration (0.1 to 2 wt%). The key modications of my previous model required to
generate a predictive model were: (1) formulation of a new breakage frequency func-
tion that accounts for the breakage of drops smaller than eddy sizes due to turbulent
shear; (2) incorporation of a calculated emulsion viscosity instead of the continuous
phase viscosity into the drop breakage and coalescence functions; and (3) development
of a dynamic surface coverage model rather than assuming fast adsorption kinetics.
Drop breakage parameters were estimated by nonlinear optimization using measured
DSDs collected at 30 wt% oil and 2 wt% surfactant (surfactant rich regime), and
the remaining drop coalescence parameters were estimated using measured DSDs col-
lected at 30 wt% oil and 0.1 wt% surfactant (surfactant limited regime). I show that
the parameterized PBE model was capable of generating satisfactory DSD predictions
for 10{50 wt% oil and 0.1{2 wt% surfactant without parameter re-estimation.
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4.2 Experimental Methods
4.2.1 Materials
Oil-in-water emulsions were prepared using sunower oil (Sigma) as the dispersed
phase and Pluronic F68 (PF68, Sigma) surfactant in nanopure water as the continuous
phase. High oil concentrations and relatively low surfactant concentrations were
selected to promote drop coalescence and mimic typical industrial conditions. To
study the eect of emulsion formulation, experiments were performed at dierent
concentrations of sunower oil (10, 30 and 50 wt%) and PF68 surfactant (0.1, 0.25,
0.5, 1 and 2 wt%).
4.2.2 Emulsion Preparation and Characterization
Emulsions were prepared following a two step procedure. In the rst step, approx-
imately 100 ml of coarse pre-emulsion was prepared by mixing the ingredients in a
rotor-stator device (Ultra-Turrax Model T25, Rose Scientic Ltd.) at 13000 rpm for
20 minutes. The coarse emulsion was then passed through a high-pressure homoge-
nizer (Emulsiex C-3, Avestin Inc.) to reduce the drop size. All experiments were
performed at a constant homogenization pressure of 400 bar. Each emulsion was
passed through the homogenizer ve times, and after each pass approximately 2 ml
of emulsion was sampled for analysis. Drop size distributions were measured using
static light scattering (Mastersizer 2000, Malvern Instruments).
4.3 Theory
4.3.1 Population Balance Equation (PBE)
The population balance equation (PBE) is formally derived from a number balance
on particles by accounting for their rates of creation and disappearance [16, 63]. As
the light scattering device used in this study most directly measured drop volume
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distributions, I formulated the PBE in terms of drop volume fraction rather than
drop number [49, 50].
@N(v; t)
@t
=  g(v)N(v; t) + v
Z 1
v
(v; v0)g(v0)N(v0; t)
v0
dv0
 N(v; t)
Z 1
0
C(v; v0)N(v0; t)Vt
v0
dv0 +
v
2
Z v
0
C(v   v0; v0)N(v   v0; t)N(v0; t)Vt
v0(v   v0) dv
0
(4.1)
where v is the volume of the drop; N(v; t)dv is the volume fraction of drops with
volume in the range [v; v + dv] per unit volume of dispersion at time t; Vt is the
conserved total volume of the drops per unit volume of dispersion; g(v) is the breakage
frequency representing the fraction of drops of volume v breaking per unit time;
(v; v0) is the daughter drop distribution function representing the probability of
forming a daughter drop of size v from breakage of a mother drop of size v0; and
C(v; v0) is coalescence frequency representing the rate at which drops of size v and size
v0 coalesce. The rst and third terms on the right hand side of Eq. (6.1) represent the
rates of disappearance of drops of size v due to breakage and coalescence, respectively,
while the second and fourth terms represent the rates of appearance of drops of size
v due to breakage and coalescence, respectively. I assumed that drop breakage and
coalescence only occurred in the homogenizer valve gap, and that these mechanisms
were uniform throughout the gap region. The measured drop volume distribution
of the coarse premix emulsion N(v; 0) was used as the initial condition to solve the
PBE.
Below I present three PBE models that dier with respect to the drop breakage
and coalescence functions, the surfactant adsorption model and the emulsion viscosity
model to determine the critical features required for quantitative DSD prediction over
wide ranges of surfactant and oil concentrations. Model 1 represents the PBE model
presented in my most recent publication [50] and is summarized here for completeness.
Model 2 is an new PBE model that includes several modications of Model 1 including
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the incorporation of size-independent surfactant adsorption dynamics. Model 3 is
a modied version of Model 2 that included size-dependent surfactant adsorption
dynamics.
4.3.2 Model 1
The breakage frequency function g(v) was assumed to be the sum of two functions
representing dierent breakage mechanisms such that g(v) = g1(v) + g2(v). The rst
function g1(v) accounts for breakage due to drop collisions with turbulent eddies [16],
g1(v) = K1
v 2=91=3
1 + 
exp

 K2(1 + )
2
dv5=92=3

(4.2)
where K1 and K2 are adjustable parameters. The second breakage function g2(v)
accounts for drop breakage resulting from turbulent shear [60],
g2(v) = K3

2

1=2
d
d
1=2
exp

 K4 
2
v2=3c

(4.3)
where K3 and K4 are adjustable parameters. The coalescence frequency C(v; v
0) was
calculated as the product of the drop collision frequency h(v; v0) and the coalescence
eciency (v; v0) such that C(v; v0) = h(v; v0)(v; v0). The collision function was
derived from the kinetic theory of gases assuming that drops in turbulent ow behave
like gas molecules [16],
h(v; v0) =
K5
1=3
(1 + )
(v2=3 + v02=3)(v2=9 + v02=9)
1=2
(4.4)
whereK5 is an adjustable parameter. The eciency function was derived by assuming
that drop coalescence occurs when the contact time between two drops is greater than
the time required for the liquid lm between the drops to drain [16],
(v; v0) = exp
24  K6cc
2(1 + )3
 
v1=3v01=3
v1=3 + v01=3
!435 (4.5)
where K6 is adjustable parameter.
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The breakage and coalescence functions depend on the homogenizer pressure P
through the energy dissipation rate  (see below) and formulation variables through
bulk emulsion properties including the dispersed phase volume fraction , the inter-
facial tension , the dispersed phase density d, and the continuous phase viscosity
c and dispersed phase viscosity d through the ratio  =
d
c
. The daughter drop
distribution function (v; v0) was chosen such that 80 daughter drops were formed
from a single breakage event. The breakage and coalescence frequency functions both
depend on the energy dissipation rate, which was modeled as follows [84, 83],
 =
PQ
Vdiss
(4.6)
where P is the operating pressure, Q is the volumetric ow rate and Vdiss is the
valve gap volume which depends on valve gap distance hgap. Equations for Vdiss and
hgap can be found in the previous work [60].
The coalescence frequency function was modied to depend on the equilibrium
surface coverage  eq as follows:
C1(v; v
0; eq) =

1   eq
 1
2
C(v; v0) (4.7)
where C1(v; v
0; eq) is the modied function and  1 is the maximum surface coverage.
The multiplicative term

1   eq
 1
2
captures the increased tendency of two drops to
coalescence when the surface coverage is below the maximum coverage. Under the
assumption of fast adsorption kinetics, the Langmuir isotherm was used to calculate
the equilibrium surfactant coverage  eq on the drop surface,
 eq =  1

Cs
Cs + C1=2

; C1=2 =
1
Keq
=
Kd
Ka
(4.8)
where C1=2 is the free surfactant concentration corresponding to half of the maximum
surface coverage, Keq is equilibrium rate constant, Ka is adsorption rate constant,
Kd is desorption rate constant, and Cs is the free surfactant concentration in the
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continuous phase. Note that the equilibrium surfactant coverage  eq is assumed to
be independent of drop size. The depletion of free surfactant from solution was
determined from a surfactant mass balance:
dCs
dt
=   6
1  
d
dt

 
d32

(4.9)
where d32 is the Sauter mean diameter of the emulsion droplets. The initial value of
the free surfactant concentration Csinit was calculated by solving the following mass
balance equation:
Csinit = Csinput  
6
1  
 1Csinit
Csinit+C1=2
d32;pre
(4.10)
where d32;pre is Sauter mean diameter of the coarse premix emulsion and Csinput is the
total surfactant concentration used to prepare the emulsion.
4.3.3 Model 2
Model 2 was formulated to rectify shortcomings of Model 1 recognized through
theoretical analysis and simulation studies. The rst modication of Model 1 involved
the incorporation of a calculated emulsion viscosity in the drop breakage and coales-
cence functions. In Model 1, the continuous phase viscosity c was assumed to be
equal to the viscosity of water under the assumption that the oil and free surfactant
concentration were small. For high oil fractions, droplets are expected to interact and
the inuence of surrounding drops must be considered by replacing the continuous
phase viscosity with the apparent emulsion viscosity. In my recent work on colloid
mill modeling [48], I t viscosity versus shear rate data collected for my emulsion
system to a commonly used rheology model [33]. I found that the emulsion viscosity
can increase by two orders of magnitude as the oil fraction is increased from 10wt%
to 50wt%. The viscosity model provided a satisfactory t of experimental data over
the range of measured shear rates (1{1000 s 1) and allowed extrapolation to very
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low and very high shear rates. As the shear rate increases, oil drops start to align
in streamlines until the drops cannot align any further and the viscosity reaches a
low plateau value indicative of a Newtonian uid. The emulsion viscosity em at very
high shear rates can be calculated as follows [33],
em = c exp
 
2:5+1
+1

1  
!
;  =
d
c
(4.11)
where the continuous phase viscosity c was calculated from the following empirical
equation obtained by tting viscosity data of PF68 solutions [26].
c = 7:501 10 6C2s + 0:000104Cs + 0:00088 (4.12)
The second modication of Model 1 involved the breakage frequency function due
to turbulent inertia, g1(v). This function exhibits a maximum due to the form of the
pre-exponential term. Because drop breakage is expected to increase monotonically
with respect to droplet size, the characteristic breakage time was assumed to be
constant [14] and the function was modied as:
g3(v) = K

1
1
1 + 
exp
 
 K2
 (1 + )2
dv5=92=3
!
(4.13)
where K1 and K

2 are adjustable parameters. The third modication involved the
breakage frequency function due to turbulent viscous shear, g2(v). I observed that
this function incorrectly operated in a size range larger than the Kolmogorov length
scale. To remedy this problem, the breakage frequency function was reformulated as
follows:
g4(v) = K

3 _ exp

 K4

vs

exp
 
 
 
6

v
1=3
K
!
(4.14)
where _ is turbulent shear rate, vs is turbulent viscous shear stress,  is Laplace
pressure, K is length scale of the smallest size eddies (Kolmogorov length scale), and
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K3 and K

4 are adjustable parameters. This expression accounts for the breakage of
drops smaller than the Kolmogorov length scale with Laplace pressure smaller than
the viscous shear stress. Kolmogorov derived the following expressions for the time
scale, length scale and velocity scale for the smallest size eddies,
time scale =

c
c
1=2
(4.15)
length scale = K =

3c
3c
1=4
(4.16)
velocity scale =

c
c
1=4
(4.17)
These expressions were substituted in Equation 4.14 to yield the new breakage fre-
quency function,
_ =
1
time scale
=

c
c
1=2
(4.18)
vs = c _ = (cc)
1=2 (4.19)
g4(v) = K

3

c
c
1=2
exp
 
 K4

(cc)
1=2 v1=3
!
exp
 
 
 
6

v
1=3
K
!
(4.20)
The fourth modication of Model 1 involved a dierent approach of accounting for
the oil fraction in the drop breakage and coalescence functions. The turbulent velocity
has been proposed to dampen with increasing dispersed phase volume fraction due to
the larger number of drops interfering with the turbulent eddies, yielding the following
expression for the apparent mean turbulent velocity [16],
u2 =
u2=0
(1 + )2
(4.21)
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The shear rate ( _) and shear stress (vs) can be expressed on a velocity scale such
that the dampening eect due to the dispersed phase can be included in the breakage
frequency function as follows,
g4(v) = K

3
(c=c)
1=2
(1 + )2
exp
 
 K4
 (1 + )2
(cc)
1=2 v1=3
!
exp
 
 
 
6

v
1=3
K
!
(4.22)
The breakage frequency function due to turbulent inertia in Equation (4.13) remained
unchanged because the dampening eect was considered [16]. Additionally, I observed
that the term 1 +  in the denominator of h(v; v0) in Equation (4.4) reduces the col-
lision frequency with increasing oil fraction. However, the collision frequency should
increase with increasing oil fraction because more drops reduce the free space for
drop movement and increase collisions [45, 86, 89]. Therefore, the term 1 +  in the
denominator of the collision frequency function h(v; v0) was replaced with 1 . The
coalescence eciency function in Equation (4.5) remained unchanged except that the
adjustable parameter K6 was xed to be unity since it had a negligible eect on model
predictions. Therefore, the coalescence functions assumed the form,
C2(v; v
0; ; 0) =

1   
 1

1   
0
 1

h(v; v0)(v; v0) (4.23)
h(v; v0) = K5
1=3
(1  )(v
2=3 + v02=3)(v2=9 + v02=9)
1=2
(4.24)
(v; v0) = exp
24  cc
2(1 + )3
 
v1=3v01=3
v1=3 + v01=3
!435 (4.25)
where   and  0 are the surface coverages of the two drops and K5 is an adjustable
parameter.
The fth and nal modication of Model 1 involved the incorporation of a dy-
namic surfactant adsorption model in place of the equilibrium model used previously.
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Considering dynamic model is very important in case of large molecule surfactants
such as proteins and polymers, as the adsorption kinetics of these surfactants are
slow. While in case of small and fast adsorbing surfactants, the equilibrium model is
sucient. To nd eect of adsorption kinetics of Pluronic F68, I formulated dynamic
model in place of previously used equilibrium model, from rates of surfactant ad-
sorption and desorption. The dynamic model had the form (derivation in Appendix
B),
d 
dt
= Ka ( 1    )Cs Kd    R1
0
(N=d) dv
Z 1
0

1
d
@N
@t

dv; d =

6v

1=3
(4.26)
4.3.4 Model 3
Model 3 was developed from Model 2 by incorporating size dependent surfactant
adsorption dynamics in place of the size independent dynamics in Equation (4.26).
The size dependent surface coverage of emulsion droplets in turbulent ows has been
modeled as [55],
@ 
@t
/ (dH + d)
3
d2
; d < 2K (4.27)
@ 
@t
/ (dH + d)
7=3
d2
; d  2K (4.28)
where dH is the hydrodynamic diameter of the surfactant molecule. As droplets in my
system generally had diameters less than 2 K , the following expression was derived
for size dependent surfactant adsorption assuming that dH << d,
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@Mv
@t
= Av (Ka ( 1    v)Csd Kd v)
 v =
Mv
Av
if N > 0 (4.29)
= 0 if N = 0
whereMvdv is amount of adsorbed surfactant on the interfaces of drops of size between
v and v+dv and Avdv is total surface area of drops of size between v and v+dv. For
clarity, the equations used for free surfactant, adsorbed surfactant, initial conditions
and interfacial tension are summarized in Table 4.3.4 for size independent surfactant
adsorption dynamics (Model 2) and size dependent surfactant adsorption dynamics
(Model 3). These equations are derived in the Appendix B.
Table 4.1. Model equations used for size independent and dependent surfactant
adsorption dynamics.
Size Independent (Model 2) Size Dependent (Model 3)
Free sur-
factant
dCs
dt
=   6
1  
d
dt

 
d32

dCs
dt
=   
1  
1R1
0
NVtdv
Z 1
0
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dv
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d 
dt
= Ka( 1    )Cs  Kd  @Mv
@t
= Av (Ka ( 1    v)Csd Kd v)
   R1
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(N=d)dv
Z 1
0

1
d
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@t

dv  v =
Mv
Av
; Av =
Z v+dv
v

NVt
v

d2dv
Csin   Csinit  
6
1  
 1
d32pre
Csin   Csinit  
6
1  
 1CsinitR1
0
Ndv
Initial con-
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Csinit
Csinit + C1=2
= 0
Z 1
0
N
d
1
Csinit + C1=2

d
dv = 0
 init =  1
Csinit
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Mvinit =  1
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d
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 = o=w +RT 1 log

1   
 1

v = o=w +RT 1 log

1   v
 1

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4.3.5 Dynamic Simulation and Parameter Estimation
To generate predictions for each model, the PBE and associated equations must
be integrated in time. The integral expressions in the PBE (Eq. 6.1) were numerically
approximated using the xed pivot technique [40] with 100 node points equally spaced
in a logarithmic scale. A larger number of node points increased the computational
cost of simulation but did not aect solution accuracy. Spatial discretization produced
100 nonlinear ordinary dierential equations (ODEs) in time with the the volume
percent distribution at each node point as the dependent variables. Models 1, 2, and
3 included an additional ODE for the free surfactant concentration and an algebraic
equation for the interfacial tension (see Table 4.3.4). For surface coverage, Model 1
included an additional algebraic equation (Eq. 4.8), Model 2 included an additional
ODE (Eq. 4.26) and Model 3 included 100 additional ODEs due to discretization.
For each discretized model, the ODE system was solved with the Matlab integration
code ode15s by embedding the algebraic equations. The premix distribution N(v; 0)
was used as the initial condition for the PBE, while the equations in Table 4.3.4
were used to generate initial conditions for the free surfactant concentration and the
surface coverage or adsorbed surfactant. A homogenization pass was dened to be
one dimensionless time unit.
Model 1 had six adjustable parameters K1  K6 in the breakage and coalescence
functions, while Models 2 and 3 had ve adjustable parameters K1   K5 . These
parameters were estimated by nonlinear optimization using experimental data from
homogenization experiments performed at 30 wt% oil. First the breakage parameters
(K1 K4 and K1  K4) were estimated from data collected at 30 wt% oil and 2 wt%
surfactant under the assumption that coalescence was negligible due to high surface
coverage. With these breakage parameters xed, the coalescence parameters (K5 K6
and K5) were estimated from data collected at 30 wt% oil and 0.1 wt% surfactant.
The input data used for parameter estimation were surfactant properties ( 1, C1=2,
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Ka, and Kd), bulk emulsion properties (, , c, d, em), operating condition (), the
premix volume distribution N(v; 0) and measured drop volume distributions Ne(v; t)
for ve homogenization passes. The bulk emulsion properties are listed in the Table
4.2.
Table 4.2. Bulk properties of the emulsion system.
Density of water (c) 997.05 kg/m
3
Density of sunower oil (d) 917.36 kg/m
3
Viscosity of water (w) 0.88 mPa.s
Viscosity of sunower oil (d) 47.8 mPa.s
Interfacial tension of sunower oil in water at 25oC 27 mN/m
To perform parameter estimation, the ODE system obtained from spatial dis-
cretization was temporally discretized using orthogonal collocation with 15 nite el-
ements and 2 internal collocation points per element to obtain a set of nonlinear
algebraic equations. I found that additional nite elements and/or collocation points
had no signicant eect on the parameter estimates but increased computational ef-
fort signicantly. The algebraic equations were posed as equality constraints and
continuity conditions were imposed across the nite elements. The objective function
	 to be minimized was,
	 =
NpX
i=1
P100
j=1 [N(vj; i) Ne(vj; i)]2P100
j=1[Ne(vj; i)]
2
(4.30)
where Ne(vj; i) is the measured value of the drop volume distribution at drop volume
vj and homogenizer pass i, N(vj; i) is the corresponding predicted value obtained
from the discretized model and Np is the number of passes. This objective function
ensured that the denominator would remain non-zero even if the number of drops in
a particular volume class became identically zero. The optimization problem for each
model was formulated in AMPL [25] and solved using the nonlinear program solver
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CONOPT. Objective function values 	 were used to quantify the quality of model
t.
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Experimental Results
Homogenization experiments were performed at three dierent oil fractions (10,
30, and 50 wt%) and ve dierent surfactant concentrations (0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, and
2 wt%) to investigate both the surfactant limited and surfactant rich regimes. A
representative set of DSDs for ve homogenization passes at 30 wt% oil and 2 wt%
surfactant is shown in Fig. 4.1(a). The drop size decreased dramatically for the rst
pass and less substantially for the subsequent passes due to limited energy dissipa-
tion. As the surfactant concentration was increased at 30 wt% oil, the fth pass
DSD moved to smaller drop sizes due to the availability of more free surfactant for
drop stabilization (Fig. 4.1(b)). The impact was most substantial at low surfactant
concentrations (e.g. the surfactant limited regime) and was diminished at high surfac-
tant concentrations (e.g. the surfactant rich regime) because energy dissipation was
the limiting factor. As the oil fraction was increased, the total interfacial area to be
stabilized increased and the average drop size decreased substantially with increasing
surfactant concentration in the surfactant limited regime (Figs. 4.1(c) and 4.1(d)).
Conversely, the surfactant concentration had little eect in the surfactant rich regime.
4.4.2 Estimating Surfactant Properties
Model 1 involves two surfactant specic parameters,  1 and C1=2, while models
2 and 3 involve three surfactant specic parameters,  1, Ka and Kd. Experimen-
tal methods to measure surface coverage include stagnation point ow reectometry
[82], Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy [78] and interfacial tension data [8, 35].
Equilibrium interfacial tension data can be used to estimate  1 and C1=2, while
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Figure 4.1. Experimental results: (a) DSDs for 30 wt% oil and 2 wt% PF68 for ve
homogenization passes; (b) fth pass DSDs for 30 wt% oil and dierent surfactant
concentrations; (c) fth pass d32 for dierent oil and surfactant concentrations; and
(d) fth pass d43 for dierent oil and surfactant concentrations.
dynamic interfacial tension data can be used to estimate th rate constants Ka, Kd
[35]. In my previous work [50],  1 and C1=2 for PF68 adsorption on the vegetable
oil-water interface were estimated by tting an interfacial tension equation to equilib-
rium interfacial tension data. While similar experiments could have been performed
to determine these parameters for the PF68/sunower oil/water system used in this
study, I pursued a dierent approach designed to more clearly delineate the surfac-
tant limited and rich regimes. I estimated the maximum surface coverage  1 from
my DSD data as follows. The DSDs obtained with 10 wt% oil were very similar for
dierent PF68 concentrations except at 0.1 wt% PF68, in which case the measured
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drop sizes were slightly larger (Fig. 4.2(a)). I assumed that all emulsions with 10
wt% oil were in surfactant rich regime except at 0.1 wt% PF68, which was assumed
to be in the surfactant limited regime. Assuming the actual surface coverage to be
equal to the maximum surface coverage, the free surfactant concentration Cs for each
case was calculated from the following equation,
Cs = Csin  
6
1  
 
d32
;   =  1 (4.31)
I expected this calculation to yield positive Cs values only in the surfactant rich
regime where the assumption that drops were fully covered held. At  1 = 2 10 7
mol/m2, calculated Cs values were positive for all surfactant concentrations except 0.1
wt% PF68. This value of  1 was used in Model 1 because it properly delineated the
surfactant rich and limited regimes. Furthermore, I used C1=2 = 0:3 mol/m
3 based
on my previous work [50].
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Figure 4.2. (a) Fifth pass DSDs with 10 wt% oil and dierent surfactant concen-
trations; and (b) free surfactant concentrations calculated with dierent maximum
surface coverage values assuming all drops were fully covered.
Models 2 and 3 further required the specication of the surfactant adsorption
rate constants Ka and Kd. These constants are known to vary signicantly with
the adsorbing compound (see Table 3 in [10]). For instance, Ka  2 m3/mol/s
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and Kd  0:02 1/s for dierent poly(ethylene oxide) alkylethers [82], while Ka = 64
m3/mol/s andKd = 80 1/s for 1,9-nonanediol [35]. Based on published rate constants,
I selected Ka = 10 m
3/mol/s and Kd = 0:1 1/s to establish reasonable order-of-
magnitude values in model 2. Due to the size dependence of surfactant adsorption in
model 3, I selected Ka = 10
6 m2/(mol.s) and Kd = 0:1 1/s for this model.
4.4.3 Model Predictions
Model 1 contained six adjustable model parameters K1 K6 that were estimated
from DSD data collected at 30 wt% oil, 2 wt% surfactant and 30 wt% oil, 0.1 wt%
surfactant as described in Section 3.5. With the exception of 2wt% surfactant, fth
pass DSD predictions were generally poor for all three oil concentrations (Figs. 5.3(a)
and 5.3(b)). The poor DSD prediction accuracy of model 1 was reected in relatively
large values of the objective function across the studied range of oil and surfactant
concentrations (columns 2{4 in Table 4.3).
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Figure 4.3. Model 1: Comparison of experimental and predicted (a) d32 and (b) d43
values calculated from fth pass DSDs.
I attributed the unsatisfactory performance of model 1 to several shortcomings
of the model formulation, most notably: (1) the continuous phase viscosity was as-
sumed to be equal to the viscosity of water; (2) the breakage frequency function due
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Table 4.3. Objective function values obtained with the three dierent PBE models
PF68 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
concen- Oil fraction (wt%) Oil fraction (wt%) Oil fraction (wt%)
tration
(wt%) 10 30 50 10 30 50 10 30 50
0.1 0.465 0.142 0.708 0.053 0.173 0.425 0.112 0.428 1.019
0.25 0.367 0.154 0.354 0.028 0.081 0.271 0.057 0.077 0.401
0.5 0.231 0.093 0.238 0.058 0.049 0.134 0.049 0.063 0.161
1 0.026 0.042 0.148 0.036 0.040 0.055 0.071 0.041 0.070
2 0.047 0.038 0.184 0.023 0.050 0.085 0.037 0.046 0.095
Total 1.136 0.469 1.632 0.198 0.393 0.756 0.326 0.655 1.746
to turbulent inertia, g1(v), exhibited an undesirable maximum with respect to drop
size; (3) the breakage frequency function due to turbulent viscous shear, g2(v), in-
correctly operated in a size range larger than the Kolmogorov length scale; (4) the
drop breakage and coalescence functions exhibited incorrect trends with respect to
the oil fraction; and (5) surfactant adsorption was assumed to be suciently fast to
warrant an equilibrium description. As discussed in detail in Section 3.3, model 2
was explicitly formulated to address these ve shortcomings. For example, the emul-
sion viscosity model predicted that the apparent viscosity at high shear rates would
increased by an order of magnitude over the range of oil concentrations studied (Fig.
5.4).
Model 2 contained ve adjustable parameters K1 -K

5 that were estimated from
DSD data collected at 30 wt% oil, 2 wt% surfactant and 30 wt% oil, 0.1 wt% surfac-
tant as described in Section 3.5. Model 2 generated satisfactory predictions of fth
pass d32 and d43 values for all formulations investigated with the exception of 50 wt%
oil and 0.1 wt% surfactant, the most strongly surfactant limited formulation (Figs.
5.5(a)and 5.5(b)). The prediction accuracy of model 2 was superior to that of model
1 as measured by the relatively small objective function values obtained across the
range of oil and surfactant concentrations (columns 5{7 in Table 4.3). I partially
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Figure 4.4. Predicted emulsion viscosity at high shear rates. The dashed line
represents the viscosity of water.
attributed the improved prediction accuracy of model 2 to its ability to dramatically
increase the coalescence rate in the surfactant limited regime due to decreased surface
coverage owing to the inclusion of surfactant adsorption dynamics. In the surfactant
rich regime, the model predicted nearly constant d32 and d43 values with increas-
ing surfactant due to the inclusion of the term (1    = 1)2 in the coalescence rate
function (Eq. 4.23).
Model 3 was formulated from model 2 by allowing the surfactant adsorption dy-
namics to be size dependent. To examine the impact of this modication, the ve
adjustable parameters K1 -K

5 in model 3 were estimated from DSD data and pre-
dictions were generated across a range of oil and surfactant concentrations. Model 3
generally produced more accurate predictions than model 1 and similar predictions
as model 2 in the surfactant rich regime (Figs. 5.5(c)and 4.5(d)). However, model 3
predictions were comparatively poor in the surfactant limited regime as measured by
objective function values (columns 8|10 in Table 4.3). I attributed this behavior to
the size dependent surfactant adsorption model which favored coalescence of smaller
drops over larger drops and therefore undepredicted coalescence at high oil/surfactant
ratios that produce larger drops. Given the increased complexity and inferior predic-
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Figure 4.5. Models 2 and 3: Comparison of experimental and predicted mean drop
sizes calculated from fth pass DSDs. (a) d32 and (b) d43 values obtained using Model
2; and (c) d32 and (d) d43 values obtained using Model 3.
tion accuracy of model 3, the remainder of the chapter focuses exclusively on model
2.
4.4.4 Eect of Oil Concentration
To study the eect of oil concentration on DSD predictions, model parameters were
estimated from DSD data collected at 30 wt% oil and predictions were generated at
10 and 50 wt% oil as described previously. Given the same surfactant concentration,
increasing the oil content resulted in the formation of larger drops (Figs. 4.1(c) and
4.1(d)). This eect, which was most pronounced in the surfactant limited regime,
was well captured by model 2 except at the most extreme case of 50 wt% oil and 0.1
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wt% surfactant (Figs. 5.5(a) and 5.5(b)). A more detailed analysis of this behavior
is depicted in Figure 5.6, which shows results for 2 wt% surfactant. The breakage
frequency functions due to turbulent viscous shear (g3) and turbulent inertia (g4)
varied such that primarily larger drops were broken at high oil fractions (Fig. 5.6(a)).
I found that this trend was largely attributable to the increased emulsion viscosity at
high oil fractions, which caused the turbulent shear stress and Kolmogorov eddy size to
increase in g3 and the dissipated energy per drop to decrease in g4. At low oil fractions
the contribution of g3 to the overall breakage frequency was negligible, while both g3
and g4 were important at higher oil fractions. The model produced satisfactory DSD
predictions for all passes with the fth pass predictions being particularly accurate
(Figs. 5.6(b){5.6(d)).
4.4.5 Eect of Surfactant Concentration
The eect of the surfactant concentration on DSD predictions was evaluated by
estimating model parameters from DSD data collected at 2.0 wt% and 0.1 wt% sur-
factant and generating predictions at 0.25{1.0 wt% surfactant as described previously.
For a given oil content, the mean drop size was observed to decrease with increasing
surfactant concentration in the surfactant limited regime and to remain essentially
constant in the surfactant rich regime. The model was able to capture these trends
for the fth pass data (Fig. 5.5(a) and 5.5(b)) as well as for the individual passes
except at the lowest concentration of 0.1 wt% surfactant where the mean drop size
was generally underestimated (Figs. 5.7(a) and 5.7(b)).
I attributed this predictive capability to the dynamic surfactant adsorption model.
Due to the relatively small interfacial area, the premix emulsion droplets were assumed
to be completely covered (    1) regardless of the formulation. The rst pass
through the homogenizer caused a large increase in interfacial area due to substan-
tial drop breakage. The model predicted a corresponding decrease in drop coverage
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Figure 4.6. Eect of the oil fraction on model 2 predictions at 2 wt% PF682 wt%
surfactant. (a) Breakage frequency functions; (b) premix (black), rst (blue), third
(green) and fth (red) pass DSD predictions for 10 wt% oil; (c) premix (black), rst
(blue), third (green) and fth (red) pass DSD predictions for 30 wt% oil; and (d)
premix (black), rst (blue), third (green) and fth (red) pass DSD predictions for 50
wt% oil.
( = 1) due to adsorption dynamics (Fig. 4.7(c)). This eect was most prominent in
the surfactant limited regime because limited free surfactant was available for adsorp-
tion (Fig. 4.7(d)). The relatively small drop coverage values substantially increased
the coalesence rate (Eq. 4.7) and resulted in larger mean drop sizes in the surfac-
tant limited regime (Figs. 5.7(a) and 5.7(b)). At subsequent passes, drop breakage
was less dramatic and drop coverage slowly increased with time in the surfactant
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rich regime due an abundance of free surfactant. By contrast, drop coverage slowly
decreased with time in the surfactant limited regime.
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Figure 4.7. Eect of the oil fraction on model 2 predictions for all ve passes at
30 wt% oil. (a) d32, (b) d43, (c) free surfactant concentration and (d) relative drop
coverage for 0.1{2.0 wt% surfactant.
4.5 Conclusions
I developed a new population balance equation (PBE) model to predict drop size
distributions (DSDs) of homogenized emulsions over a wide range of oil and surfac-
tant concentrations representing \surfactant limited" and \surfactant rich" regimes.
The model was formulated to address several shortcomings observed in my most
recent model [50]. The key modications involved: (1) reformulating the two break-
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age frequency functions to behave properly with respect to drop size; (2) replacing
the constant continuous phase viscosity with a calculated emulsion viscosity that
increased strongly with oil content: (3) reformulating the drop breakage and coales-
cence functions to behave properly with respect to oil content; and (4) replacing the
equilibrium model of surfactant adsorption with a size independent dynamic model.
Using a single set of adjustable parameters, the new PBE model was able to satisfac-
torily predict pass-by-pass DSDs for emulsion formulations with 10{50 wt% oil and
0.1|2.0 wt% surfactant with the exception of the most surfactant limited formulation
with 50 wt% oil/0.1 wt% surfactant. As compared to my most recent model [50], the
new PBE model generated substantially improved predictions with objective function
values reduced by 15-90% depending on the particular formulation. Furthermore, I
found that the inclusion of a size dependent dynamic adsorption model degraded
predictive performance due to enhanced coalecence of smaller drops that lead to the
underprediction of mean drop sizes in the surfactant limited regime.
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CHAPTER 5
PREDICTION OF EMULSION DROP SIZE
DISTRIBUTIONS IN COLLOID MILLS
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the rst PBE model of a colloid mill is developed that includes both
drop breakage and coalescence. Drop breakage was assumed to follow the usual capil-
lary instability mechanism with the number of daughter drops formed by a breakage
event studied in detail. A new daughter drop distribution function consistent with
previous experimental studies was formulated to improve PBE model predictions.
The drop breakage and coalescence functions depend on the emulsion viscosity. The
PBE model was integrated with a viscosity model that allowed the emulsion viscosity
to be predicted as a function of the oil content and extrapolated to high shear rates.
Adjustable model parameters were determined by nonlinear least-squares estimation
using drop size distributions measured for multiple emulsication passes. The model
was used to evaluate model extensibility with respect to the oil fraction, emulsion
ow rate and rotor speed.
5.2 Experimental Methods
5.2.1 Materials
Oil-in-water emulsions were prepared using commercial sunower oil as the dis-
persed phase and ultrapure water as the continuous phase. A high oil-to-surfactant
ratio (10:1) was used to mimic typical industrial conditions that promote drop coa-
lescence. The base case emulsion (Table 5.1) consisted of 30wt% oil, 3wt% Pluronic
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F-68 surfactant (Sigma) and the remainder water. Other formulations with a 10:1 oil-
to-surfactant ratio were used to cover a wide range of oil contents (10wt% oil, 1wt%
Pluronic F-68; 50wt% oil, 5wt% Pluronic F-68; 70wt% oil, 7wt% Pluronic F-68).
Table 5.1. Base case emulsion formulation and homogenization conditions
Sunower oil 30 wt%
Pluronic F-68 surfactant 3 wt%
Continuous phase density (c) 997 g/L
Dispersed phase density (d) 917 g/L
Interfacial tension () 27 mN/m
Premixing speed and time 16000 RPM, 15 minutes
Colloid mill rotor speed (!) 5000 RPM
Flow rate (Q) 16 kg/hr
Gap between rotor and stator 2 mm
Number of passes 4
Emulsion viscosity at shear 2.6 mPa.s
rate of 105 1/s (em)
5.2.2 Emulsion Preparation
Coarse emulsions were prepared by mixing the ingredients using a high shear
mixer (LT5, Silverson). The coarse emulsion was passed through the colloid mill
(Presto Mill PM30, Oskar-Krieger Ltd.) to achieve drop size reduction. Multiple
emulsication passes were performed by repassing the emulsion through the colloid
mill to further reduce the drop size. After each pass, approximately 2 ml of the
emulsion was sampled to analyze the drop size distribution. Emulsions were prepared
at two dierent rotor speeds (5000, 10000 RPM), three dierent ow rates (16, 35,
70 kg/hr) and two dierent gap sizes (2, 8 mm) to test their impact on the drop size
distribution.
5.2.3 Emulsion Characterization
Drop size distributions were measured using a static light scattering device (Mas-
tersizer 2000, Malvern Instruments). Viscosities and the interfacial tension were mea-
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sured prior to each homogenization experiment. Emulsion and dispersed phase vis-
cosities were measured using a rheometer (2000EX, TA instruments) at 25oC. The
oilwater interfacial tension was measured by drop shape analysis (DSA-10 Tensiome-
ter, KRUSS Instruments) at 25oC.
5.3 Theory
5.3.1 Population Balance Equation (PBE)
The population balance equation (PBE) is particle number balance that accounts
for rates of particle creation and disappearance [63]. Although the gap region where
breakage occurs is non-homogeneous (see Fig. 2.1(c)), I model the colloid mill as
a well mixed system to avoid the complexities associated with modeling spatially
dependent ow elds through computational uid dynamics [24, 92]. The resulting
PBE is [16, 49],
@n(v; t)
@t
=  g(v)n(v; t) +
Z 1
v
(v; v0)g(v0)n(v0; t)dv0 (5.1)
 n(v; t)
Z 1
0
C(v; v0)n(v0; t)dv0 +
1
2
Z v
0
C(v   v0; v0)n(v   v0; t)n(v0; t)dv0
where v is the volume of the droplet; n(v; t)dv is the number of drops with volume
in the range [v; v + dv] at time t; (v; v0) is the daughter drop distribution function
which represents the probability of forming a daughter drop of size v from breakage of
a mother drop of size v0; g(v) is the breakage frequency which represents the fraction
of drops of volume v breaking per unit time; and C(v; v0) is the coalescence frequency
which represents the rate at which drops of size v and size v0 coalesce. The rst and
third terms on the right hand side of Eq. (6.1) account for disappearance of drops
of size v due to breakage and coalescence, respectively, while the second and fourth
terms account for the appearance of drops of size v. The functions that describe the
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breakage and coalescence processes, namely g(v), (v; v0) and C(v; v0), are described
below.
The PBE (6.1) describes the evolution of the number of drops of dierent sizes
n(v; t)dv, while standard particle size analyzers provide measurements of the volume
percent distribution. Under the reasonable assumption that drops are spherical, the
volume percent distribution of drops can be represented as follows,
n(v; t) =
Vtotnp(v; t)
v
(5.2)
where np(v; t)dv is the volume fraction of drops in the range [v; v + dv] at time t and
Vtot is the conserved total volume of the drops. The PBE (6.1) can be reformulated
in terms of np(v; t) to yield,
@np(v; t)
@t
=  g(v)np(v; t) + v
Z 1
v
(v; v0)g(v0)np(v0; t)
v0
dv0
 np(v; t)
Z 1
0
C(v; v0)np(v0; t)Vtot
v0
dv0 (5.3)
+
v
2
Z v
0
C(v   v0; v0)np(v   v0; t)np(v0; t)Vtot
v0(v   v0) dv
0
5.3.2 PBE Functions
The PBE (6.1) contains three functions (g(v); (v; v0); C(v; v0)) that must be speci-
ed to compute the drop size distribution. The coalescence frequency C(v; v0) of drops
of size v and v0 can be modeled as the product of the drop collision frequency F (v; v0)
and the coalescence eciency E(v; v0) [16]. For the case of simple shear ows, the
coalescence frequency can be calculated as function of the shear rate _ and the oil
volume fraction  as follows [38],
F (v; v0) = K1
_
(1  )
 
v1=3 + v01=3
3
(5.4)
where K1 is an adjustable model parameter. The average shear rate in Couette ow
is calculated from rotor speed (!) by,
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_ =
2!R1
R2  R1 (5.5)
where R1 is the radius of the rotor and R2 is inner radius of the stator. The coalescence
eciency depends on the contact time between two drops and the time required for
drainage of the liquid lm between the two drops. If the contact time exceeds the
lm drainage time, the drops will coalesce. I used the following expression originally
derived for the coalescence eciency of partially mobile, deformable drops [15],
E(v; v0) = exp
"
 K2 d
em
Ca(veq)
3=2

v2eq
A
1=3#
; veq =
12

v1=3v01=3
v1=3 + v01=3
(5.6)
where veq is the equivalent diameter of colliding drops of volume v and v
0, em is
the apparent emulsion viscosity, A is Hamaker constant, K2 is an adjustable model
parameter, and Ca is the capillary number of drop of diameter d. The capillary
number is calculated as follows,
Ca = em _d=2 (5.7)
I assumed that the drop breakage frequency g(v) is determined by the capillary
number Ca of the drop. If Ca is more than the critical capillary number Cacr,
the drop will stretch under shear ow and break into smaller daughter drops. The
following expression was derived under the assumption that the breakage frequency
is proportional to the shear rate _,
g(v) = K3 _ exp

 K4 Cacr
Ca(v)

= K3 _ exp

 K4 Cacr 
_ em v1=3

(5.8)
where K3 and K4 are adjustable model parameters. The critical capillary number
was calculated by solving the following empirical equation developed for simple shear
ow [18],
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0:94 log()2 + 1:11 log() log(10Cacr)   2:15  10 5 log(10Cacr)2
  0:0038 log()   1:5 log(10Cacr) + 1 = 0 (5.9)
Due to high Reynolds numbers (Table 5.2), drop breakage in the emulsions prepared
at 10 and 30 wt% oil is expected to be caused by Taylor vortices [1] and not by simple
shear ow (Fig. 3.1(b)). Unlike drop breakage in simple Couette ow, the breakage
of drops in Taylor vortices is not well studied . Drops smaller than the Taylor vortices
break due to viscous shear when the shear stress (em _TV ) becomes more than the
Laplace pressure (4=d). Thus the breakage frequency would be expected to depend
on the ratio of local viscous shear stress to the surface tension force. Because no
method is available to calculate the local shear rate in Taylor vortices, I assumed
the average local shear rate to be proportional to the rotor speed for simplicity. The
breakage frequency function (5.8) was derived assuming the frequency depends on the
ratio of the viscous stress to the surface tension force as represented by the capillary
number. Therefore I used the breakage frequency function (5.8) with Cacr = 1 and a
distinct set of adjustable constants (K3, K4) to describe drop breakage due to Taylor
vortices.
Table 5.2. Reynolds numbers for emulsions prepared with dierent oil weight frac-
tions
Emulsion oil Emulsion density Emulsion viscosity Reynolds number
fraction (wt%) (kg=m3) (Pas) (Re = em!Rih=em)
10 989 0.0013 2536
30 972 0.0032 1013
50 955 0.0147 216
70 940 0.5652 5.5
Based on my previous work on PBE modeling of high pressure homogenizers
[49, 50], I considered the beta function as the daughter drop distribution function
(v; v0) (see Table 5.3). The beta function describes the breakage of a mother drop
of size v0 into p daughter drops with the equal probability of daughter drops of any
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size (v < v0) being formed. The number of daughter drops p = 15. I have found
that PBE model predictions are not highly sensitive to this parameter as long as p
is suciently larger. I also investigated the other commonly used drop distribution
functions listed in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3. Daughter drop distribution functions
(v; v0) Reference
Beta function: p daughter
(v; v0) = p
v0 (p  1)
 
1  v
v0
p 2
Hill-Ng drops form with equal
[31] probability of daughter drops
of any size (v < v0) being
formed due to breakage of a
mother drop of size v0
Bell-shaped distribution
(v; v0) = 4:8exp
 4:5  4 v
v0
2   v
v0 + 1

Liao function: mother drop
[44] breaks into two nearly equal
sized daughter drops
U-shaped distribution function:
(v; v0) = 37:75

1
v
v0+1
+ 1
2  v
v0
  1:33

Liao mother drop breaks into two
[44] unequal sized daughter drops
I also formulated a new daughter drop distribution function that better captured drop
breakage under laminar shear ow conditions commonly encountered in colloid mills.
When the viscous shear force overcomes the surface tension force, drops elongate and
break to form two or more smaller drops and a large number of very small satellite
drops [93]. Hence, the following bimodal daughter distribution function (Fig. 5.1)
was formulated,
N(v; v
0) =M1exp
264  1 
8v
v0
2
+

v0
M2v
2
375 exp" M3v
v0
2#
exp
"
 

v0
M3v
2#
(5.10)
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where M2 is a parameter that determines the size of satellite drops and M3 is a pa-
rameter that determines the relative probability of forming smaller drops and satellite
drops. The parameter M1 is chosen to ensure that the following volume conservation
equation is satised,
Z v0
0
N(v; v
0)vdv = v0 (5.11)
The choice of the parameters M2 and M3 are discussed below.
The bimodal distribution function is valid for emulsions with viscosity ratios
greater than one. For emulsions with viscosity ratios less than one, a mother drop
breaks into nearly uniform daughter drops due to stretching in the shear ow [93].
For this situation, a new uni-modal function was developed,
(v; v0) =M4 exp
"
 

v0
M5v
2#
exp
"
 

M5v
v0
2#
(5.12)
where M5 is a parameter that determines the size of daughter drops and M4 is a
parameter that ensures volume conservation by satisfying equation 5.11. The choice
of the parameter M5 is discussed below. All the daughter drop distribution functions
used in this study are plotted in Fig. 5.1 for comparison. The parametersM2 andM3
in the new bimodal function (Eq. 5.10)) were chosen to yield a small peak at larger
drop sizes to capture the formation of a small number of large drops and a large peak
at small drop sizes to capture the formation of very large number of small satellite
drops. I found that model predictions were relatively insensitive to the value of M5
in the new unimodal function (Eq. 5.12) which was chosen to yield 15 equally sized
daughter drops from breakage of a mother drop by satisfying following equation for
average number of daughter drops (p) [40].
p =
Z v0
0
(v; v0)dv (5.13)
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Figure 5.1. Daughter drop distribution functions: (1) bell-shaped function; (2) U-
shaped function; (3) beta function (p = 15);(4) new bimodal function (M1 = 1;M2 =
27;M3 = 512); (5) new unimodal function (M4 = 2162;M5 = 17:5).
5.3.3 Emulsion Viscosity Model
Typically the continuous (water) phase viscosity is used to calculate the capillary
number [34]. To capture the apparent viscosity of the uid surrounding the drops,
the continuous phase viscosity should be replaced with the emulsion viscosity for non-
dilute oil mixtures. To generate a predictive model, the emulsion viscosity em must
be calculated from known variables including the shear rate _, the oil volume fraction
, density d and viscosity d, the continuous phase density c and viscosity c, the
surfactant concentration and the temperature T . Several models have been developed
predicting the emulsion viscosity from these variables [19, 56, 33, 5]. At very low shear
rates, the oil drops exist in a three-dimensional isotropic and random distribution
resulting in a constant viscosity. As the shear rate increases, the drops start to align
along the stream lines and the viscosity decreases due to reduced resistance to the
uid ow. At very high shear rate, drops cannot align any further and the emulsion
behaves as a Newtonian uid with a constant viscosity. Assuming no temperature
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change during emulsication, the emulsion viscosity was predicted as a function of
the shear rate using the following model [33],
em
c
= 1 +
0   1
1 +KFm
; F =
4c _d
2
32dm
kT
(5.14)
0 = exp
 
K
a1

;  <= c
= exp
 
K
a1

(1 + a2(  c)) ;  > c
1 = exp
 
2:5+1
+1

1  
!
;  <= c
= exp
 
2:5+1
+1

1  
!
exp (a3(+ 1)(  c)) ;  > c
where d32 is the Sauter mean diameter of the emulsion drops; dm is hydrodynamic
diameter of the surfactant molecule (assumed to be 30 Ao based on typical values
of dm); c is the critical oil volume fraction above which drops are in close close
contact and the interaction mechanism changes (assumed to be 0.6 from [33]); k is
the Boltzmann constant (1:38  10 23 J/K); K, K, m, and a1 are tting parameters
for   c; and a2 and a3 are additional tting parameters for  > c. As the
shear rate _ in increased, the ratio em=c asymptotically approaches the value 1.
Therefore, the model (5.14) can be extrapolated to very high shear rates (> 104
1/s) to calculate the emulsion viscosity inside a colloid mill. The viscosity model
parameters were estimated by minimizing the least square error between measured
and predicted viscosity values over a range of shear rates and oil fractions. The
minimization problem was solved with the Matlab function lsqnonlin.
5.3.4 Dynamic Simulation and Parameter Estimation
The PBE (6.1) was solved numerically by approximating the integral expression
using the xed pivot technique [40] with 100 equally spaced node points. While there
were small changes in solutions after increasing the number of node points, these
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small improvements were accompanied by substantial increases in the computational
cost for simulation and optimization (see below). Following volume discretization,
100 nonlinear ordinary dierential equations were obtained in which time was the
independent variable and the volume percent distribution at each node point were
the dependent variables. The ODEs were solved by specifying the measured volume
percent distribution of the coarse emulsion as the initial condition np(v; 0) for the
rst pass through colloid mill. Each pass corresponded to the colloid mill residence
time tres, calculated as the ratio of volume between stator and rotor to the volumetric
ow rate through the unit. The initial condition for each subsequent pass was the
predicted volume percent distribution from the previous pass. The Matlab integration
code ode15s was used to solve the ODE system.
Given a prespecied daughter drop distribution function, the constants K1 K4 in
the coalescence and breakage functions were estimated from base case emulsication
experiments (30 wt% oil, 3 wt% surfactant). The data used for parameter estimation
consisted of the bulk emulsion properties (, , em), operating conditions ( _, tres),
the measured premix volume distribution (np(v; 0)), and measured volume distribu-
tions np(v; t) for four passes through the colloid mill. The 100 ODEs obtained from
volume discretization of the PBE model were temporally discretized using orthogonal
collocation with 12 nite elements and 2 internal collocation points per element to
produce a large set of nonlinear algebraic equations. Each pass corresponded to 3
nite elements. This set of algebraic equations was posed as a set of equality con-
straints in the nonlinear optimization problem. I found that additional spatial node
points, nite elements, and/or collocation points did not aect the parameter esti-
mates but increased the computational eort signicantly. The least-square objective
function 	 used for parameter estimation was,
	 =
1
N
NX
i=1
Pn
j=1 [n^p(vj; i)  np(vj; i)]2Pn
j=1[np(vj; i)]
2
(5.15)
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1where np(vj; i) is the measured value of the drop volume distribution at drop volume
vj and emulsication pass i; n^p(vj; i) is the corresponding predicted value from the
discretized PBE model; n is the total number of spatial node points; and N = 4
is the number of passes. The objective function was minimized subject to equality
constraints representing the discretized PBE as well as continuity conditions across
the nite elements. The optimization problem was formulated in AMPL [25] and
solved with the nonlinear program solver CONOPT [23]. Furthermore, values of the
objective function 	 were used to judge the quality of model predictions for dierent
experiments.
5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Prediction of Emulsion Viscosity
The adjustable parameters in the viscosity model (equation 5.14) were estimated
from the emulsion viscosity data shown in Figure 5.2 and from d32 values computed
from measured drop size distributions. Data were collected over a range of oil fractions
(10-70 wt%) and shear rates (1{1000 1/s) determined by the operating limits of the
used rheometer. As the oil fraction was increased, the emulsion viscosity was observed
to increase several orders of magnitude. Model predictions extrapolated to low and
high shear rates are also shown in Figure 5.2. Although not highly accurate, the model
predictions captured the large changes in emulsion viscosity observed experimentally
as the oil fraction was varied. The emulsion viscosity em used in the PBE model was
computed from the viscosity model as the plateau value at high shear rates.
1As np(vj ; i) has some values equal to zero, least square errors were normalized by sum of np(vj ; i)
2
to avoid the denominator to go to zero.
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Figure 5.2. Emulsion viscosity predictions at dierent oil volume fractions and shear
rates with model parameters K = 19:5, k = 1900, m = 0:59, a1 = 0:8, a2 = 0:2 and
a3 = 0:01.
5.4.2 Evaluation of Daughter Drop Distribution Functions
The adjustable parameters K1   K4 in the breakage and coalescence frequency
functions were estimated from experimental data collected at the base case conditions
(Table 5.1) to determine the most appropriate daughter drop distribution function.
First parameter estimation was performed for each of the distribution functions shown
in Table 5.3. The bell-shaped and u-shaped daughter drop distributions failed to cap-
ture the small peak at small drop sizes observed experimentally (Fig. 5.3(a),5.3(b)).
The u-shaped function also produced poor predictions at larger drop sizes, suggesting
that most breakage events do not produce a single small drop and a single large drop.
I also performed parameter optimization using the beta daughter drop distribution
function with p = 20 daughter drops (Fig. 5.3(c)) and p = 200 daughter drops (Fig.
5.3(d)). Although the predicted drop size distributions matched well with data in the
large drop size range, the models again failed to capture a second peak at small drop
sizes. When predicted drop size distributions were converted to number distributions
and compared to data, all fours daughter distributions were observed to produce large
predictions errors (Fig. 5.4).
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Figure 5.3. Drop volume distributions (|-: rst pass, |-: second pass, |-: third
pass, |-: forth pass) obtained using the (a) bell-shaped daughter distribution func-
tion (	 = 0:01335), (b) u-shaped daughter distribution function (	 = 0:1475), (c)
beta daughter distribution function (p = 20, 	 = 0:0071), and (d) beta daughter
distribution function (p = 200, 	 = 0:0401) for the base case conditions.
Next the proposed bimodal daughter distribution (Eq (5.10)), which captures the
breakage of drops into a relatively small number of larger drops and many small
satellite drops, was used for parameter estimation. Based on preliminary simulation
results (not shown), the parameters M2  M3 in the bimodal distribution that pro-
duced the best t of the base case drop volume distribution data were determined as
M2 = 38:3 and M3 = 5:832 103. With these parameter values xed, the adjustable
parameters K1  K4 in the breakage and coalescence frequency functions were esti-
mated as before. The bimodal distribution function produced substantially improved
predictions of the volume and number drop size distributions as well as very accurate
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Figure 5.4. Number distributions (|-: rst pass, |-: second pass, |-: third pass,
|-: forth pass) obtained using the (a) bell-shaped daughter distribution function,
(b) u-shaped daughter distribution function, (c) beta daughter distribution function
(p = 20), and (d) beta daughter distribution function (p = 200) for the base case
conditions.
predictions of the Sauter mean diameter d32 (Fig. 5.5). This bimodal distribution
function was used throughout the remainder of the study.
5.4.3 Eect of Oil Volume Fraction
The oil fraction was expected to have a strong impact on the drop size distribution,
with higher oil fractions producing more drop collisions and smaller drop sizes. To
investigate this eect, emulsication experiments were performed using four dierent
oil fractions (10, 30, 50, 70 wt%) while maintaining a constant oil-to-surfactant ratio
(10/1). The colloid mill operating variables were held constant at their base base
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Figure 5.5. (a)Drop volume distributions (|-: rst pass, |-: second pass, |-: third
pass, |-: forth pass) (	 = 0:0048), (b) number distributions, and (c) Sauter mean
diameter obtained using the proposed bimodal daughter drop distribution function
for base case conditions
values (5000 RPM rotor speed, 16 kg/hr ow rate, 2 mm gap size). Because emulsions
with 70 wt% oil became too viscous to process after several passes through the colloid
mill, drop volume distributions were collected only for the rst two passes. The Sauter
mean diameter was observed to decrease with increasing oil fraction (Fig. 5.6(d))
due to increased viscous shear stress. As has been previously reported [93], bi-model
drop size distributions were produced because large viscosity ratios tend to cause drop
stretching with laments that generate many small satellite drops in addition to larger
daughter drops. Larger viscosity ratios were expected to produce a larger number of
daughter drops due to increased stretching. While in principle this behavior could
have been captured by making the daughter drop distribution function a function of
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the viscosity ratio, this approach would be complex and lead to dicult optimization
problems.
Instead, the adjustable parameters K1  K4 were estimated for each oil fraction
separately such that the breakage frequency would increase with increasing viscosity
ratio. The PBE models produced satisfactory predictions of measured drop size dis-
tributions at 10, 30, and 50 wt% oil (Fig. 5.6). Moreover, the models were able to
properly balance drop breakage and coalescence such that the predicted drop size dis-
tributions did not substantially change after the rst pass as observed experimentally.
For the 70 wt% oil emulsion, the viscosity ratio was less than one and drop breakage
was expected to follow the proposed uni-modal daughter distribution function (Eq.
(5.12)). Following estimation of the adjustable model parameters K1  K4 with the
uni-modal distribution function, the PBE model produced accurate predictions of the
measured drop volume distributions (Fig. 5.7).
5.4.4 Eect of Flow Rate
The ow rate through the colloid mill aects the residence time, which in turn
inuences the degree of drop breakage. Higher ow rates are preferred to increase
process throughput, while lower ow rates produce smaller drops. To investigate
these trade os, emulsication experiments were performed at three dierent ow
rates (16, 35, 70 kg/hr) at high rotor speed (10000 RPM) using emulsions with 50
wt% oil. As expected, increasing ow rates resulted in the formation of relatively
large drops (Fig. 5.8(d)). The ow rate eect was most dominant at the highest ow
rate (70 kg/hr) where the residence time was not suciently large to allow complete
drop breakage, while the drop sizes obtained at the smaller ow rates (16, 35 kg/hr)
were very similar. To examine the ability of the PBE model to predict this trend,
the parameters K1  K4 in the drop breakage functions and the parameters M2 and
M3 in the daughter drop distribution function were estimated from data collected at
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Figure 5.6. Drop volume distribution predictions (|-: rst pass, |-: second pass,
|-: third pass, |-: forth pass) of emulsions with (a) 10 wt% oil (	 = 0:0050),
(b) 30 wt% oil (	 = 0:0048), (c) 50 wt% oil (	 = 0:0118), and (d) predicted and
measured Sauter mean diameters obtained using the proposed bimodal daughter drop
distribution function.
a ow rate of 16 kg/hr and used without re-estimation to predict the drop volume
distributions at the two higher ow rates. Only the residence time, calculated as the
ratio of the volume between the stator and rotor to the volumetric ow rate, was
varied between the three cases. The model produced very good agreement with the
measured distributions at 16 kg/hr (Fig. 5.8(a)) and 35 kg/hr (Fig. 5.8(b)). However,
the model overpredicted the degree of drop breakage for the rst and forth passes at
70 kg/hr (Fig. 5.8(c)). These results suggest that some further model renements
may be needed to more accurately predict the ow rate eect.
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Figure 5.7. (a) Drop volume distribution predictions (|-: rst pass, |-: second
pass) and (b) predicted and measured Sauter mean diameters of an emulsion with 70
wt% oil (	 = 0:059) obtained using the proposed uni-modal daughter drop distribu-
tion function.
5.4.5 Eect of Rotor Speed
According to Eq. 5.5, the shear rate is directly proportional to the rotor speed.
Consequently, the rotor speed was expected to have a strong impact on the drop size
distribution with increased drop breakage resulting from increased rotor speeds. To
investigate this eect, emulsication experiments were performed at two rotor speeds
(5000, 10000 RPM) over a range of oil fractions (10, 30, 50, 70 wt%). For each oil
fraction, the PBE model parameters K1  K4, M2 and M3 were estimated from data
collected at 5000 RPM and used to predict drop volume distributions at 10000 RPM.
In the case of 70 wt% oil, the emulsion was too viscous to be processed at 10000 RPM
and data was collected from a single pass at 8000 RPM. While the model predictions
were generally satisfactory at 10 wt% (Fig. 5.9(a)) and 30 wt% (Fig. 5.9(b)) oil,
the model overpredicted drop breakage and/or under-predicted drop coalescence at
50 wt% (Fig. 5.9(c)) and 70 wt% oil (5.9(d)). One possibility for improving model
predictions at high oil fractions is to allow the shear rate to depend nonlinearly on
the rotor speed. This modication along with other attempts to improve model
extensibility would require additional research.
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Figure 5.8. Drop volume distributions (|-: rst pass, |-: second pass, |-: third
pass, |-: forth pass) of emulsions with 50 wt% oil passed through the colloid mill
at a ow rate of (a) 16 kg/hr (	 = 0:0207), (b) 35 kg/hr (	 = 0:0543), (c) 70 kg/hr
(	 = 0:0765); and (d) Sauter mean diameters at the dierent ow rates ( : 16 kg/hr,
: 35 kg/hr, : 70 kg/hr) using model parameters estimated from data collected at
16 kg/hr.
5.5 Conclusions
I developed a population balance equation (PBE) model to predict drop size dis-
tributions in the colloid mill emulsication process. The model accounts for drop
breakage due to capillary instability, drop coalescence due to shear driven drop colli-
sions, and the eects of emulsion viscosity on the breakage and coalescence rates. I
used the model to investigate drop breakage mechanisms and to examine predictive
capability for changes in operating conditions. A published emulsion viscosity model
was t to viscosity data collected over a range of shear rates and oil fractions and
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Figure 5.9. Drop volume distributions (|-: rst pass, |-: second pass, |-: third
pass, |-: forth pass) of emulsions with (a) 10 wt% oil processed at 10000 RPM
(	 = 0:007), (b) 30 wt% oil processed at 10000 RPM (	 = 0:0325), (c) 50 wt% oil
processed at 10000 RPM (	 = 0:325), and (d) 70 wt% oil processed at 8000 RPM
(	 = 0:41),
extrapolated to very high shear rates for use within the PBE model. The used col-
loid mill produced bimodal drop size distributions that could not be predicted with
functions commonly used for the daughter drop distribution, which determines the
number and size of the drops that result from a breakage event. I proposed a new
bimodal daughter distribution function that captured the formation of many small
satellite drops and produced acceptable drop distribution predictions with respect to
both volume percent and absolute number. While this bimodal distribution func-
tion proved satisfactory for emulsions with 10-50 wt% oil, a unimodal distribution
function that captured more uniform drop breakage was used at 70 wt% oil to gen-
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erate acceptable predictions. The oil fraction, ow rate and rotor speed were varied
to examine model extensibility to new operating conditions with adjustable model
parameters estimated from drop volume distribution measurements collected at a dif-
ferent operating condition. The model was reasonably extensible to dierent ow
rates, while prediction accuracy for changes in rotor speed was less satisfactory. I
believe my model represents the rst attempt to develop a full PBE description of
the colloid mill process and will provide a template for future research eorts aimed
at predicting emulsion size distributions.
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CHAPTER 6
ACHIEVING TARGET EMULSION DROP SIZE
DISTRIBUTIONS USING POPULATION BALANCE
EQUATION MODELS OF HIGH PRESSURE
HOMOGENIZATION
6.1 Introduction
In chapter 2, I incorporated drop coalescence functions to allow the drop volume
distribution to be predicted for a much higher oil-to-surfactant ratio (50% oil, 1%
surfactant). Nonlinear optimization was used to estimate six adjustable parameters
in the drop breakage and coalescence functions to match measured size distributions.
In this chapter, the resulting model is used to develop a methodology for computing
the number of homogenizer passes and the operating pressure of each pass such that
target emulsion drop size properties are achieved in a least-squares sense.
6.2 PBE Model Development
6.2.1 Model Formulation
The PBE is formally derived from a number balance on particles by accounting
for the various rate processes such as breakage and coalescence that aect particle
size [63]. In this study, a volume structured PBE was used because light scattering
most directly measures drop volume. Although homogenizers have distinct zones
where local shear forces can change dramatically [28], I treat the homogenizer as a
well-mixed batch system to avoid the complexities associated with including spatial
variations. In this case, the PBE can be written as [60, 16],
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@n(v; t)
@t
=  g(v)n(v; t) +
Z 1
v
(v; v0)g(v0)n(v0; t)dv0
  n(v; t)
Z 1
0
C(v; v0)n(v0; t)dv0 +
1
2
Z v
0
C(v   v0; v0)n(v   v0; t)n(v0; t)dv0
(6.1)
where v is the volume of the particle; n(v; t)dv is the number of drops with volume
in the range [v; v + dv] per unit volume of dispersion at time t; g(v) is the breakage
rate representing the fraction of drops of volume v breaking per unit time; (v; v0)
is the daughter drop distribution function representing the probability of forming a
daughter drop of size v from breakage of a mother drop of size v0; and C(v; v0) is
coalescence frequency representing the rate at which drops of size v and drops of
size v0 coalesce. The model requires specication of the functions that describe the
breakage and coalescence processes, namely g(v), (v; v0) and C(v; v0). The PBE
(6.1) describes the evolution of the number density n(v; t), while particle size analysis
usually provides measurements of the volume percent distribution np(v; t). Under
the standard assumption that drops are spherical, the two distributions are easily
related [60]. The measured volume distribution of the coarse pre-emulsion is used
as initial condition for the rst homogenizer pass. Each pass corresponds to one
dimensionless time unit, and the initial condition for each subsequent pass is the
predicted volume distribution from the previous pass.
The PBE (6.1) contains three functions that must be specied to compute the drop
size distribution. Following the previous work [60], the breakage rate g(v) is assumed
to be determined by turbulent breakage of drops by both inertial and viscous forces
such that g(v) = g1(v) + g2(v). The rst breakage function g1(v) is derived assuming
drops break due to collision with turbulent eddies [16],
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g1(v) = K1v
 2=91=3

exp

 K2(1 + )
2
dv5=92=3

(6.2)
where K1 and K2 are adjustable constants. The second breakage rate function g2(v)
is derived assuming that drop breakage results from turbulent shear [60],
g2(v) = K3

2

1=2
d
d
1=2 
exp

 K4
2
v2=3c

(6.3)
where K3 and K4 are the adjustable constants. The two breakage rates depend on
the homogenizer pressure P through the energy dissipation rate  (see below) and
emulsion properties including the dispersed phase volume fraction , the interfacial
tension , the dispersed phase density d, the continuous phase viscosity c and the
dispersed phase viscosity d through the ratio  =
d
c
. I have shown that these
dependencies are necessary for the PBE model to be predictive over a range of for-
mulation and homogenization conditions with a single set of constantsK1{K4 [60, 59].
The breakage rate function is specialized to high-pressure homogenizers by using
the following relation for the energy dissipation rate [84, 83],
 =
PQ
Vdiss
(6.4)
where P is the applied pressure, Q is the volumetric ow rate and Vdiss is the valve
gap volume which depends on valve gap distance hgap. Equations for Vdiss and hgap
can be found in the previous work [60]. As in the previous breakage-only PBE model,
I use the power law product form of the generalized Hill-Ng distribution [31, 91] as
the daughter drop distribution function (v; v0) to model the breakage of a mother
drop into multiple daughter drops. The parameter q is chosen as unity to represent
the uniform probability of daughter drops of any size (v < v0) being formed due to
breakage of a mother drop of size v0. In this case, the daughter drop distribution
function has the form,
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(v; v0) = (p  1)

1  v
v0
p 2
(6.5)
where p  2 is the number of daughter drops formed from breakage of a single mother
drop. Based on preliminary simulation results (not shown), I determined that the
best t of drop volume distribution data was obtained for p = 80. While laminar ow
experiments have established that a mother drop can break into numerous daughter
drops [94], the assumption that turbulent homogenization conditions could produce
as many as 80 daughter drops from a single mother drop requires experimental testing
beyond the scope of this study.
The coalescence frequency C(v; v0) of drops of size v and v0 is modeled as the
product of the drop collision frequency h(v; v0) and the coalescence eciency (v; v0):
C(v; v0) = h(v; v0)(v; v0). While certainly not mechanistically correct, I follow the
common practice of modeling the collision frequency assuming that drops in turbulent
ow behave like gas molecules [16],
h(v; v0) =
K5
1=3
1 + 
(v2=3 + v02=3)(v2=9 + v02=9)
1=2
(6.6)
where K5 is an adjustable constant. The coalescence eciency is modeled to depend
on the contact time of droplets, with coalescence occurring if the contact time is
greater than the time required for the liquid lm between two drops to drain [16],
(v; v0) = exp
24  K6cc
2(1 + )3
 
v1=3v01=3
v1=3 + v01=3
!435 (6.7)
where K6 is an adjustable constant. Similar to the breakage rate, the coalescence
frequency depends on the homogenizer pressure P through the energy dissipation
rate  and emulsion properties including the continuous phase density c and , 
and c.
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6.2.2 Emulsication Experiments
Oil-in-water emulsions were prepared using vegetable oil (Fisher Scientic) as the
dispersed phase and water as the continuous phase. Emulsions consisted of 50 wt%
oil and 1 wt% Pluronic F-68 surfactant with the remainder water. Emulsions were
prepared using a two-step process. First approximately 400 ml of coarse pre-emulsion
was prepared by mixing the ingredients in a stator-rotor device (Ultra-Turrax Model
T25, Rose Scientic Ltd.) at 16000 rpm for 15 minute. About 100 ml of pre-emulsion
was processed in a high-pressure homogenizer (Emulsiex C-3, Avestin Inc.) to re-
duce the average drop size. The base case homogenization pressure was chosen as 800
bar to produce small drops likely to undergo coalescence. Multiple passes were per-
formed by reprocessing the emulsion obtained from the previous homogenizer pass.
After each pass approximately 2 ml of emulsion was sampled to analyze the drop
size distribution. Extensibility experiments were performed at three lower pressures
(200, 400 and 600 bar). Drop size distributions were measured using static light
scattering (Mastersizer S, Malvern Instruments). Densities, viscosities and the inter-
facial tension were measured prior to each homogenization experiment. Continuous
and dispersed phase densities were measured using a Bio-Rad 36XMX densitometer.
The oil-water interfacial tension o=w was measured by drop shape analysis (Model
DSA-10 Tensiometer, KRUSS Instruments) at 25oC.
6.2.3 Parameter Estimation and Model Extensibility
The PBE model (6.1) was solved numerically by approximating the integral ex-
pression using the xed pivot technique [40] with 100 equally spaced node points.
The discretized PBE model consisted of 100 nonlinear ordinary dierential equations
in which the independent variable was time and the dependent variables represented
the volume percent distribution at each node point. The ODE system was solved
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with the Matlab integration code ode45 using the measured premix distribution as
the initial condition np(v; 0).
The constants K1{K4 in the breakage rate function and K5{K6 in the coalescence
frequency function were estimated from base case homogenization experiments. The
data used for parameter estimation were emulsion properties (, , c, d, c, d),
the premix volume distribution np(v; 0) and the measured drop volume distribution
np(v; t) after each homogenization pass. The 100 ODEs obtained from spatial dis-
cretization of the PBE model were temporally discretized using orthogonal collocation
with 15 nite elements and 2 internal collocation points per element to produce a large
set of nonlinear algebraic equations. Each homogenizer pass corresponded to 3 nite
elements. The algebraic equation system was posed as a set of equality constraints
in the nonlinear optimization problem. The least-squares objective function 	 used
for parameter estimation was,
	 =
NX
i=1
Pn
j=1 [n^p(vj; i)  np(vj; i)]2Pn
j=1[np(vj; i)]
2
(6.8)
where np(vj; i) is the measured value of the drop volume distribution at drop volume
vj and homogenizer pass i, n^p(vj; i) is the corresponding predicted value from the
discretized PBE model, n is the total number of spatial node points, and N is the
number of passes. The objective function was minimized subject to the large number
of equality constraints representing the discretized model equations as well as conti-
nuity conditions across the nite elements. The optimization problem was formulated
in AMPL [25] and solved using the nonlinear program solver CONOPT [23]. Values
of the objective function 	 were used to judge the quality of model predictions for
dierent experiments.
At the base case conditions where parameter estimation was performed, the PBE
model produced very accurate predictions of the volume distribution and mean diam-
eter (Figure 6.1) following each homogenizer pass. Next the model parameters were
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Figure 6.1. Experimental and model predicted results for homogenization with
50wt% oil, 1wt% PF-68 homogenized at 800 bar. (a) Drop volume distributions, (b)
Sauter mean diameters.
re-estimated at homogenization pressures dierent than the base case value to further
access predictive capability. The homogenization pressure was incorporated into the
model through the energy dissipation rate (6.4). For each pressure, drop volume distri-
butions measured following ve homogenization passes were used to estimate K1{K6.
As shown in the second column of Table 6.1, parameter re-estimation yielded very
accurate predictions of drop volume distributions at each pressure. Finally the model
parameters estimated at 600 bar were used to predict drop volume distributions at
the other three pressure without re-estimation. The results are shown in the third
column of Table 6.1 and Figure 6.2. Although the model showed good qualitative
agreement with data, I found that the predictions were not suciently accurate at
other pressures to be used for model-based design. Analysis of the estimation results
showed that the model parameters K2 and K4 that determine eciencies of the two
breakage mechanisms varied signicantly between the four pressures. Therefore, these
parameter values were interpolated to generate improved predictions (see below).
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Table 6.1. Minimized objective function values at dierent pressures
Pressure (bar) Estimation at Estimation at
each pressure 600 bar
200 0.077 1.284
400 0.074 0.383
600 0.032 0.032
800 0.025 0.236
Total 0.208 1.934
6.3 Model-Based Design of Homogenizer Operating Condi-
tions
6.3.1 Optimization Methodology
The PBE model was used to predict homogenization conditions that would achieve
the specied emulsion drop size properties. In this study, the product design problem
was formulated as a nonlinear least-squares optimization problem with the number
of homogenizer passes and the operating pressure at each pass chosen as decision
variables. As discussed in the previous section, improved predictions were achieved
by interpolating the breakage rate parameters K2 and K4 using values estimated at
four pressures that covered the range of interest (Figure 6.3).
The optimization formulation requires specication of an objective function for
achieving the target emulsion drop size properties. I considered two alternative least-
squares objectives for this purpose. The rst objective represents the drop size dis-
tribution in terms of the Sauter mean diameter (d32) and the polydispersity (PD),
	1 =
s
(d32tar   d32)2
d232tar
+
(PDtar   PD)2
PD2tar
(6.9)
where the tar subscript represents target values and the other variables represent
model predicted values. While these target values are relatively simple to specify
for a particular problem, their attainment does not ensure that a satisfactory drop
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Figure 6.2. Experimental and model predicted drop size distributions obtained using
optimized parameters at 600 bar: (a) 200 bar, (b) 400 bar, (c) 800 bar.
size distribution will be achieved. Therefore, the second objective involves the full
distribution:
	2 =
Pn
j=1 [ntar(vj)  np(vj)]2Pn
j=1[ntar(vj)]
2
(6.10)
where ntar is the target volume density and np is the model predicted volume
density. The PBE model was spatially and temporally discretized to generate a
nonlinear algebraic equation system that was posed as equality constraints in the
optimization problem. The homogenization pressure was constrained to be between
100 and 1000 bar. Given a specied objective and a xed number of homogenization
passes, the problem of determining the optimal pressure at each pass was solved
within AMPL using the nonlinear optimization code CONOPT.
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Figure 6.3. Interpolated model parameters usingK2 () andK4 (4) values obtained
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6.3.2 Results
First I considered the problem of achieving a drop size distribution with d32tar
= 0.3 mm and PDtar = 2.0 using 1{4 homogenization passes. Objective function
values showed that at least four passes were required to achieve these targets (Table
6.2). Experimental implementation of the optimal solution for four passes showed
very good agreement with the predicted results.
Table 6.2. Model predicted and experimental results for the target d32 = 0:3 and
PD = 2
Pressure (bar) d32 PD 	1
1stpass 2ndpass 3rdpass 4thpass
Model prediction
1000 | | | 0.617 2.944 1.126
1000 645 | | 0.410 2.197 0.379
1000 740 280 | 0.340 2.091 0.140
1000 846 353 234 0.308 2.033 0.031
Experimental result
1000 846 353 234 0.306 1.997 0.019
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Specication of a target drop size distribution for minimization of the 	2 objective
is more challenging. Our experience is that normal-like distributions are achievable
when the drop size is represented in logarithmic coordinates (see Figure 6.1). There-
fore, target distributions were generated from the normal distribution by specifying
the mean () and variance (2). First I considered the case where  = 0:5 mm and
2 = 0:8 mm2. Based on the objective function values, a minimum of four passes
was required to achieve the target distribution that resulted from these specications
(Table 6.3). Experimental implementation of the optimal solution for four passes
produced very good agreement with the target distribution (Figure 6.4).
Table 6.3. Model predicted and experimental results for the target  = 0:5 and
2 = 0:8
Pressure (bar) 	2
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Model Experimental
pass pass pass pass pass predicted
1000 | | | | 0.253 |
1000 414 | | | 0.047 |
1000 356 332 | | 0.012 |
1000 112 269 357 | 0.008 0.009
656 107 113 241 419 0.008 |
Finally I considered the case where  = 0:8 mm and 2 = 0:8 mm2. Because
the target mean drop size was relatively large, only two passes were required to
achieve the resulting target distribution (Table 6.4). Although some model error was
evident, experimental implementation of the optimal solution for two passes produced
acceptable agreement with the target distribution (Figure 6.5).
6.4 Conclusions
A population balance equation (PBE) model that accounts for drop breakage and
coalescence in high pressure homogenization was used for emulsion product design.
Mechanistic functions allowed PBE model to have predictive capability over range of
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Figure 6.4. Model predicted and experimental distributions obtained with four
optimized homogenization passes for the target  = 0:5 and 2 = 0:8.
Table 6.4. Model predicted and experimental results for the target  = 0:8 and
2 = 0:8
Pressure (bar) 	2
1st 2nd 3rd Model Experimental
pass pass pass predicted
1000 | | 0.034 |
203 711 | 0.010 0.021
100 100 650 0.013 |
processing conditions. Six adjustable parameters were estimated by nonlinear opti-
mization from measured drop volume distribution at specied base case condition.
The values of parameters K2 and K4 were interpolated to generate improved results
over broad range of homogenization pressure. Two optimization objectives that dier
with respect to the distribution specications were formulated. Using PBE model,
number of homogenization passes and optimal pressure corresponding to each pass
were obtained for dierent target drop size distribution. After experimentally imple-
menting the optimal solutions, I found that experimental results showed very good
agreement with target distribution properties.
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timized homogenization passes for the target  = 0:8 and 2 = 0:8.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Summary
I have developed population balance equation (PBE) models of emulsication pro-
cesses to predict the drop size distribution. I have demonstrated that incorporating
the drop coalescence functions into breakage-only PBE model signicantly improves
the model predictions for emulsions with high oil-to-surfactant ratios. I have ex-
tended the PBE model by incorporating the equilibrium surface coverage model. The
goal of the modeling eort was to extend my previous PBE model of combined drop
breakage and coalescence to predict distributions obtained with dierent surfactant
types given adjustable model parameters estimated from drop volume distribution
data collected for a single surfactant. The equilibrium surface coverage was calcu-
lated using the surfactant specic properties obtained from equilibrium interfacial
tension data. The extended model was able to predict the drop size distribution of
emulsions with dierent surfactant type without re-estimation of adjustable model
parameters. I have further modied PBE model in order to make model extensible
over wide range of surfactant and oil concentrations representing \surfactant limited"
and \surfactant rich" regimes. I have modied the model by (1) reformulating the
breakage frequency functions, (2) replacing the constant continuous phase viscosity
with a calculated emulsion viscosity that increased strongly with oil content, and
(3) replacing the equilibrium model of surfactant adsorption with a size independent
dynamic model. Using a single set of adjustable parameters, the new PBE model
was able to satisfactorily predict drop size distributions for emulsion formulations
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with wide range of oil and surfactant concentrations with the exception of the most
surfactant limited formulation. Furthermore, I have utilized the PBE model of high
pressure homogenization for emulsion product design. Mechanistic functions allowed
the PBE model to have predictive capability over range of processing conditions. Tar-
get drop size distribution was achieved using the PBE model by controlling number
of homogenization passes and homogenization pressure corresponding to each pass. I
have experimentally validated the optimal solutions.
I have also developed PBE model to predict drop size distributions in colloid mill
emulsication. The model accounts for drop breakage due to capillary instability,
and drop coalescence due to shear driven drop collision. At high dispersed phase
to emulsion viscosity ratios, colloid mill produces bimodal drop size distributions,
while at low viscosity ratios, it produces unimodal distributions. The model failed
to predict these drop size distributions using conventional daughter drop distribution
functions, which determines the number and size of the drops that result from a
breakage event. I have proposed a new bimodal daughter distribution function that
captured the formation of many small satellite drops and produced acceptable drop
distribution predictions at high viscosity ratios. While at low viscosity ratios, I have
proposed a new unimodal daughter distribution function to capture formation of more
uniform daughter drops.
7.2 Future work
Even though the PBE model was used for emulsion product design, only the
operating conditions were used as controlling parameters. In industrial emulsied
product design, apart from operating conditions, amount of surfactant is also the
decision variable. It is desirable to use the least amount of surfactant to achieve
target properties, due to very high cost of surfactants. Next step of work should be
to extend the design methodology to minimize total surfactant amount and nd the
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number of homogenization passes and optimal pressure at each pass such that the
target drop size distribution can be achieved. This requires model to minimize error
between model prediction and target distribution as well as minimize the amount of
surfactant. In order to get the target distribution, the optimization problem needs to
be slightly altered. The error between model prediction and target distribution should
be less than some critical value to avoid large variations in distribution. Therefore an
additional constraint of this error being less than some critical value will be required.
The geometry of the emulsication device is known to have a large impact on ow
conditions and the resulting DSD. Most PBE models are based on the assumption
that the uid in the emulsication zone is well mixed and therefore do not account for
device geometry. The development of integrated CFD-PBE models will enable the
direct incorporation of detailed geometry information into simulations of high pressure
homogenizers and colloids mills. This extension will make PBE models much more
device specic and should substantially improve scale-up capabilities. For example, I
believe that more detailed device geometry will be critical for improving predictions
for applied pressure variations in high pressure homogenizers.
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APPENDIX A
COLINEARITY OF THE ADJUSTABLE BREAKAGE
AND COALESCENCE PARAMETERS
The PBE models can be expected to be extensible to new emulsication conditions
if the breakage/coalescence parameters K1{K6 can be uniquely determined from data
collected at a particular condition. This requires that the parameters are not highly
correlated such that their eects on measured outputs are distinct and identiable.
My experience is that parameter eects in complex process models are invariably
colinear and the ability to nd unique parameter estimates is determined by the
degree of colinearity. My computational studies with the PBE models suggested
that parameter eects were suciently distinct to be identiable, as initial parameter
guesses that produced converged solutions also produced unique parameter estimates.
To further investigate this issue, I applied a parameter identiability test. For analysis
of parameter colinearity in the PBE models, the algorithm was adapted as follows.
1. Consider a steady-state operating point corresponding to the nominal param-
eters j and the single pass objective function values  i. Introduce a small
perturbation j = j   j in the j-th parameter and denote the resulting
change in the objective function value for the i-th pass as  i =  i    i.
Compute the dimensionless sensitivity coecient matrix ~S = f ~Sijg:
~Sij =

 
 i
j
(A.1)
2. Compute the linear independence metric dj 2 [0; 1] for each parameter j:
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dj = sin
"
cos 1
 
~sTj ~s
k~sjkk~sk
!#
(A.2)
where ~sj is the dimensionless sensitivity vector associated with j and ~s is
the vector in the space spanned by the sensitivity vectors of the other ve
parameters which is closest to ~sj in the Euclidean sense [43].
If the sensitivity coecient ~Sij is near zero for all passes i, then the j
th parameter
has very little eect on the total objective function value and cannot be reliably deter-
mined by parameter estimation. Table A.2 shows the sensitivity coecients obtained
by introducing 5% perturbations in each parameter of the base model. Nominal pa-
rameter values corresponded to the base case condition of 50 wt% oil and 1 wt% PF68
(Table A.1). The parameters K1{K5 had strong eects on multiple passes, while K6
only had a moderate eect on the fth and nal pass. Suciently large sensitivity
coecients are a necessary but not sucient condition for parameter identiability.
Another possible obstruction is colinearity of parameter eects, which is measured
by the linear independence metric dj. Table A.2 shows dj values computed from
the sensitivity vectors ~sj listed in the same table. The results show that parameters
K1{K3 were highly independent of the other parameters, the parameters K4 and K5
exhibited a small degree of colinearity and the parameter K6 was moderately colinear.
Based on my experience with this parameter identiability test, I concluded that the
six breakage/coalescence parameters could be reliably estimated from drop volume
distribution data collected after each homogenizer pass.
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Table A.1. Optimized parameters obtained using base model.
Parameters 50 wt% oil, 50 wt% oil, 50 wt% oil,
0.5 wt% PF68 1 wt% PF68 2 wt% PF68
K1  107(kg=m3) 1=3 3.3098 0.8916 1.1836
K2 (kg=m
3)2=3 1.2754 0.3075 0.2965
K3  106(kg=m3) 1=2 2.5437 1.3042 0.7054
K4  102 7.2843 1.1213 0.9664
K5  1010(kg 1=3m 2) 0.9945 0.5556 0.4162
K6  109(m=kg) 0 1.0178 1.4291
Table A.2. Parameter sensitivity coecients and measure of parameter colinearity.
Objective Function Values Colinearity Measure
Parameter  1  2  3  4  5 dj
K1 0.6371 1.3760 0.8050 2.2828 -2.0918 0.9156
K2 -0.4134 0.2159 0.7065 0.3244 2.2082 0.9991
K3 -1.9889 4.3921 1.2158 0.5302 -0.8524 0.9599
K4 0.2214 -0.9765 0.4069 0.9464 3.0750 0.7535
K5 0.0800 -0.8405 0.2679 0.5422 6.4473 0.8155
K6 0.0154 0.0162 -0.0109 0.0885 -0.1578 0.5352
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS OF ADSORBED AND
FREE SURFACTANT CONCENTRATION
Surfactant Mass Balance Equations
The total amount of surfactant at any instant of time t is the sum of the free
surfactant and adsorbed surfactant,
Cst Vc +  t At = Cst+t Vc +  t+t At+t (B.1)
where Cs is free surfactant concentration in the continuous phase (mol/m
3);   is the
surface coverage (mol/m2); Vc is the volume of the continuous phase (m
3); and A is
the total oil-water interfacial area (m2). Dividing both sides of the equation by t
and taking the limit t! 0,
Cst+t Vc   Cst Vc
t
=   t+t At+t    t At
t
dCs
dt
=   1
Vc
d
dt
( A) =   1
Vc
dM
dt
(B.2)
Vc =
1  

Z 1
0
NVtdv =
1  

Z 1
0
nvdv; A =
Z 1
0
nd2dv
where M is total amount of adsorbed surfactant (mol), Vt is the total conserved
volume of dispersed phase (m3), Ndv and ndv are the volume fraction and number
of drops, respectively, of size between v and v+ dv and d is the diameter of a drop of
size v. For the size independent surfactant adsorption model,
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dCs
dt
=   
1  
d
dt

 
R1
0
nd2dvR1
0
n
6
d3dv

=   6
1  
d
dt

 
d32

(B.3)
For the size dependent surfactant adsorption model,
M =
Z 1
0
Mvdv
dCs
dt
=   
1  
1R1
0
NVtdv
Z 1
0
dMv
dt
dv (B.4)
where Mv is the amount of adsorbed surfactant on drops of size between v. To
calculate the initial free surfactant concentration Csinit , the following mass balance
equation were solved,
CsinputVc = CsinitVc +  initAinit
Csinput = Csinit +
6
1 + 
 init
d32pre
;  init =  1
Csinit
Csinit + C1=2
Csinput = Csinit +
6
1 + 
 1
d32pre
Csinit
Csinit + C1=2
(B.5)
where Csinput is the total surfactant concentration used to prepare the emulsion,  init
is the initial surface coverage, Ainit is the total oil-water interfacial area of initial or
premix distribution, and d32pre is Sauter mean drop size of premix distribution.
Amount of Adsorbed Surfactant
For the size independent surfactant adsorption model, the total amount of ad-
sorbed surfactant at any instant of time t is determined by the adsorption and des-
orption rates as follows,
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Mt+t = Mt +t A (Ka ( 1    )Cs  Kd )
dM
dt
= A (Ka ( 1    )Cs  Kd ) (B.6)
This equation was rewritten in terms of the surface coverage as follows,
M =  A; A =
Z 1
0
nd2dv =
Z 1
0
6VtN
d
dv
d( A)
dt
= A (Ka ( 1    )Cs  Kd )
A
d 
dt
= A (Ka ( 1    )Cs  Kd )   dA
dt
d 
dt
= (Ka ( 1    )Cs  Kd )   R1
0
N
d
dv
Z 1
0

1
d
@N
@t

dv
For the size dependent model, the equations were derived similarly,
@Mv
@t
= Av (Ka ( 1    v)Csd Kd v)
@Mv
@t
= 6Vt
N
d
(Ka ( 1    v)Csd Kd v)
 v =
Mv
Av
if N > 0
= 0 if N = 0
where  v and Av are the surface coverage, and total surface area, respectively, of
drops of size v.
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